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Activities
new

Mes imagiers à coller
by EtsukoWatanabé
Thanks to 50 stickers, easily removable and
replaceable, this picture book is a companion
to the very young on their path to autonomy.
The principle is to incite kiddies to identify
the right stickers to bring each big picture to life!
Key points
• 50 pre-cut stickers, easy to detach and replace.
• A generous format with rounded corners, robust paper ideal for the
very young.
• 4 detachable sheets for easy use.

Contents
Thanks to this picture book with stickers, very young children sharpen their view of the
world, develop their language and motor skills. Each instruction has a visual element to
help the child find the right sticker. When they have found it, simple, clear illustrations
make it easy to place correctly for their instant satisfaction. As they identify, name and
place the stickers, the child will easily memorize the vocabulary associated with snow.
About the author
Etsuko Watanabe was born in 1968 in Tokyo. She graduated from Musashino Art University and obtained a national diploma of visual arts from Strasbourg. She began illustrating books in 2002. She has worked with several children’s publishers: Albin Michel,
Nathan…
She often produces the colouring pages for Toupie jeux.

Maman Croco cherche les petits

.

lionceaux

Mets-les devant la lionne.

Le

lion

Technical specifications

est le roi des animaux.

Aide-le à monter sur le rocher.

Format: 210 x 245 mm
Pages: 16
Retail price: 5,90 €
Age group: 1 and up
Launching with 4 titles
gazelles

qui s’enfuient.

La famille ours à la neige
La famille lapin en voiture
La famille tortue et les couleurs
La famille croco dans la savane
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Activities
new

Petits Jeux autour du monde
Ill. By Gwénaëlle Dudeck
5 games to take with you wherever you go…
and share!
Key Points
• Discovery of the world
• Counting
• Vocabulary of different natural environments

Content

5 game boards in a book:
- 2 mazes: Beneath the Coral Sea and Lost on the Ice Floe
- 1 squares game: At the Summit of the Mountain
- 1 snakes and ladders: Treasure in the Amazon Rain Forest
- 1 directions game: Where is the Oasis?

Technical specifications
Format: 235 x 275 mm
Pages: 10 spreads
Board Book
Retail price: 19,99 €
Age group: 5 and up

For 2-6 players. Average game: 15 minutes.
2 dice in the book and 16 repositionable pawns – perfect for playing on a car or
train journey.
Illustrator

Tourbillon

Graphic designer and illustrator from Lyons, Gwénaëlle Dudeck works mostly for
children: illustration and lay-out for children’s books, textile design, creating toys
and decorative objects.
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new

Mes grands classiques
de la pâtisserie

La

i ne e n f a m

il l e

pierre-olivier lenormand & amélie falière

Mes grands classiques

de la pâtisserie

by Pierre-Olivier Lenormand,
ill. by Amélie Falière

s
50 recematteison
à faire à

50 French patisserie classics, to be made by young
and older cooks thanks to chef Pierre-Olivier
Lenormand’s recipes and Amélie Falière’s delicious
illustrations.
From the basics, like yoghurt cake and swiss roll,
to the more refined - strawberry cream cake or
Paris-Brest - not forgetting the eternal classics
like caramel baked rice and lemon meringue pie…
50 recipes to delight family and friends!
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Technical specifications
Format: 170 x 220 mm
Pages: 132
Retail price: 16,90 €
Age group: 6 and up

Key Points
• The beginner’s illustrated baking bible!
• A book that will look great in your kitchen!
• Amélie Falière’s clear, mouth-watering illustrations.
Content
Each recipe has its own double-spread presentation: text on one side – how long it takes,
level of difficulty, ingredients, utensils, instructions – and step by step illustrations on the
opposite page. At the end of the book, an index lets you select the dish according to your
whims, time available or level of difficulty. A glossary explains the technical terms used
in the recipes. You’ll soon be chatting like a real pastry cook!

MILAN

All the recipes can be made by beginners thanks to chef Pierre-Olivier Lenormand’s instructions, making all the technical gestures accessible.
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new

Mémo cartes
120 pictures to learn as you play.
2 boxes, each one containing a sheet and 60 cards,
to learn autonomously while playing.
Key Points
• A game inspired by Montessori learning methods.
• Box containing one sheet and 60 thick cards
• Facilitates autonomous learning

Learning skills
An introduction to reading
Learn to recognise animals, shapes and name them.
Develop the sense of observation

Technical specifications
Format: Box + 60 cards
Box 130 x 180 x 32,5 mm
Cards 85 x 120 mm
Retail price: 13,99 €

Content

Les animaux et leurs empreintes
ill. By Charline Picard
From the lion to the rabbit, not forgetting the kangaroo, 60 cards feature animals that live
on the land, fly through the air, and amphibians.
With 2 cards for each animal:
Card 1, recto: the animal in colour
Card 1, verso: the animal outlined like a shadow-puppet
Card 2, recto: the name of the animal in cursive text and in printed letters
Card 2, verso: the animal’s footprints

Charline Picard, author and illustrator, grew up with her feet in the water and her head
in the mountains. A graduate from the Emile Cohl school, she lives and works in Lyons.
She likes to leave lots of room for nature in her projects. You can see her illustrations in
books, children’s press and on beautiful posters.

Tourbillon

Illustrator
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Activities

Les formes autour de moi
ill. By Steffi Brocoli
Square, circle, oval, diamond… 60 cards to teach children geometric shapes we see in
everyday life, with characters and objects. 2 cards for each subject:
Card 1, recto: the subject in colour
Card 1, verso: the subject outlined like a shadow-puppet
Card 2, recto: the caption in cursive text and in printed letters
Card 2, verso: the picture, where the shapes that compose it are highlighted
Illustrator

Tourbillon

Steffi Brocoli is an illustrator.
Born in 1989 in Clermont Ferrand, Steffe arrived in Paris in 2008 to study at the Ecole
Estienne. With a diploma in Visual Communication and Engraving, Steff works mostly in
publishing, textiles and packaging.
With Laïs Duruy, she co-founded Correspondences, a journal, and Editions Maison which
publishes fanzines.
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Coloriages
by Emmanuel Kerner
Colouring with stencils – twice the fun!
Key Points
• 28 pages of games and a stencil with a variety of silhouettes
• Competitive price
• Funny illustrations

Content

Illustrator
Emmanuel Kerner was born in Paris in 1969. He illustrates children’s books for
Nathan, De La Martinière and Syros.
He also works for the foreign press: The New York Times, The International Herald
Tribune, The Wall Street Journal, as well as French dailies Le Monde and Libération.
When it gets too dark to draw, his passion for music takes over behind his mixing
console.

Technical specifications
Format: 215 x 245 mm
Pages: 28
Retail price: 5,55 €
Age group: 4 and up
2 titles
Chevaliers à dessiner
Princesses à dessiner

Tourbillon

14 double-spread illustrations of scenes representing children’s favourite themes,
to draw, invent and colour.
The child can move the stencil from one page to the next to complete the illustrations.
The stencil helps children not only to draw, but to realize that just a few lines can
symbolize things!
Emmanuel Kerner’s zany illustrations are full of fun. There are no instructions to
follow, to encourage children to use their imagination to create the most absurd
situations: a knight sitting on his horse backwards, a princess juggling pigs…
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new

Cherche et Colorie
Monstroville
ill. By Vincent Béchet
Seek and Find games and pages to colour.
Twice as much fun!
Key Points
• 40 pages of games
• Seek and find + drawings to colour, at a competitive price
• Funny illustrations abuzz with details

Technical specifications
Format: 215 x 245 mm
Pages: 40
Retail price: 4,99 €
Age group: 6 and up

Learning skills
An initiation to writing through colouring
Development of visual discernment
Acquiring concentration

Content
18 scenes illustrated on double spreads show different places in Monstroville, the capital
where all sorts of monsters live: the town hall square, the monster shops (opticians for
cyclops and tooth filers) and monsters from Glagla land to look for among the stalactites
and stalagmites, or in the ice-cream factory, and much more.
The idea is to colour in the various features or characters you find in the illustration.
In the final scene, the characters interact to create a scene within the scene – only the
burglars have been coloured. The gang, now clearly visible thanks to the colour, are
caught red-handed.
Illustrator

Tourbillon

Vincent Béchet is a French illustrator and designer. His career began in 2001 when he
developed a fantasy world brimming with peculiar characters. Among his creations, the
Moshi Monsters.
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Petits jeux pour petits
doigts
By Sophie Ledesma
Rhymes and games to share with friends
Key Points
• High quality production.
• Cloth index tabs give the child a better command of the book.
• A new title in a series that’s already sold 20 000 copies!

Technical specifications
Format: 155 x 170 mm
Pages: 10
Retail price: 8,99 €
Age group: 2 and up

Content
A selection of nursery rhymes for little fingers to perform, thanks to simple instructions:
‘Hide, little Thumb! Here is my hand, my pinkie is the smartest!’
The cloth index tabs invite very young children to choose their first rhymes by themselves.
Playing with their fingers helps them memorise, improves motor skills and corporal
expression.
Early learning notions
•Corporal expression: feeling one’s body and its limits
•Memorisation: kids repeat the gestures made by an adult, then on their own
•Motor skills: differentiating between fingers and moving them one by one

Illustrator

Tourbillon

Graduate of the Ecole Supérieure d’Art Graphique in Paris, Sophie Ledesma is now a
textile designer for the children’s clothes brand ‘Du Pareil Au Même’. She also works as
an illustrator for corporate journals, advertising and publishing.
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Early Years

Mes années pourquoi

360.000
copies sold

Key points

The Human Body
In 5 parts entitled ‘You and others’; ‘Being Alive’; ‘The Five Senses’; ‘Looking After Your
Body’ and ‘Health’, children discover words we use every day: parts of the body and related themes: the organs, teeth, minor illnesses, handicaps… but also different movements
and the emotions we can feel about others.
Dinosaurs
In 4 parts, we see different types of dinosaurs and their physical specificities, but also
the most familiar species, how they lived, what they ate, how they protected themselves
and reproduced. disappearance.
The Circus
In 4 big sections, the daily life of the circus and its artists: touring, the ‘Big Top’, the
professions, what goes on behind the scenes: the artists get ready to perform, grooming
and training the animals… In Part 3, a performance with the evening’s programme: the
magicians, jugglers, acrobats and clowns…

25 Titles Available
A Day in my life
The sea
Kindergarden
Animals
Knights
Dinner’s Ready!
Dance
Planes and Rocket
Human Body
Dinosaurs
Circus
France
Prehistorical Time
Horses and Poneys
Football
Pirates
Farm
Firemen
Cars
Animal records
Savannah
Mountain
Princes and Princesses
Bugs
Building site
Technical Specifications
Format : 19,7 x 24 cm
Pages : 96
Retail price: 11,90 !
Age group : 3 and up
Rights Sold
Spain, Italy,
Hungary, China, Sweden,
Finland, Mexico (A.L), Russia,
Portugal, Belgium, The Netherlands,
Korea, Poland

MILAN

• P
 icture books that put the emphasis on visual impact: recounting,
explaining, and involving young children by placing them at the heart
of the scene.
• A multidisciplinary approach to subjects that will spark off young
readers’ curiosity as well as adult interest via different points of
access.
• Contemporary illustrations, original viewpoints make the pictures
easy to ‘read’.
• 5 encyclopaedic double spreads at the end of each book, adding
a pedagogical approach.
• Cross-references that create links between one part of the book
and another.
• A double page at the end of each section for self-assessment, giving
an evaluation of how much the child has learned and understood.
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Early Years
A Day in My Life
In 3 generous sections entitled Who Are You?, Where Do You Live? and What Do You Do?,
children will learn the words they can use every day to describe their world: body, home,
school, meal, washing themselves, town, countryside, holidays (sea, mountain…), zoo,
supermarket, hospital…
Knights
With five main sections, entitled ‘Life in the Middle Ages’ ; ‘Becoming a Knight’ ; ‘’Equipment’ ; ‘The Battles’ and ‘Leisure Time’, the child will discover the entire universe of the
knight: medieval society, castles, life in the Middle Ages.

Mes années pourquoi
Mon cahier activités

180.000
copies sold

18 Titles Available
The farm
France
The Human
Body
Transports
Ponies
Colours
Pirates
Animals
Zoo

Paris
Jobs
Seaside
Dinosaurs
Friends
Atlas
Baby Animals
Knights
School

Technical Specifications
Format : 19 x 25 cm
Pages : 32
Retail price: 4,90 !
Age group : 3 and up

MILAN

Following on from “Mes années pourquoi”, this new
range of activity books invites children to consolidate
their knowledge through playful, recreational
exercises. The activities fall into four main
categories: observe, practise, organize, think – each
one easily identifiable thanks to a pictorial symbol.
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Early Years

Mes années pourquoi
Posters
After picture books and bilingual dictionaries,
Milan keeps expanding the “Mes années pourquoi”
range by offering a series of posters. A new original
object lesson, very graphic and educational - but also
modern and timeless - to accompany children along
the years.

Technical Specifications
Format : 45 x 72 cm
Pages : 1
Retail price: 5,90 !
Age group : 3 and up
6 Titles Available

MILAN

Compter de 1 à 100
Château fort
Voitures
Savane
Dinosaures
Pompiers
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Activities

Regarde Bébé
After the success of the picture books in the “Black &
White” series comes this attractive box with 20 cards
illustrated by Xavier Deneux.
Easy to handle, they are specially designed to
help baby construct language and develop visual
comprehension.
A beautiful set for infants and parents to share!
Unfussy, clear shapes and graphic contrasts.
More Picture Cards
From 8 months, baby will look at pictures while an adult pronounces the corresponding names: a baby’s bottle, a house, a tree...
Towards 18 months, the child begins to repeat the word he hears when the image
is shown, then goes on to name the object autonomously.
A Springboard for the Imagination
These pictures lend themselves to a large number of games of invention. For
example, one may suggest to a child (or even better, to children) to play at ‘Once
upon a time’.
Some cards are placed in a box and they dip into it. The first child who draws a
card begins by saying ‘Once upon a time there was...’ and includes the object or
the character on their card at the beginning of the story.

Technical specifications
Educational set
163 x 223 mm
A box
20 board cards
15,95 E
Age group: 8 months and up
2 titles available
• Regarde!
• Premières images
Rights sold
Spain, Italy, The Netherlands,
Belgium, Portugal, Russia

Cards for Conversation

Tourbillon

When infants are able to take these robust, easy-to-manipulate cards into their
hands, they use them to play association games:
What is round? What is red? What makes a noise… and what doesn’t?
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Mes petits trésors
Mes petits amis
By Edouard Manceau
No child can resist uncovering the mystery contained
in a box held shut by an intriguing magnetic
closure—especially when it is filled with nine
delightful mini-board books! Each is an introduction
to familiar everyday objects: clothes, food, toys
and more—and all presented by Bibi, the friendly,
mischievous kitten. And toddlers won’t take long to
discover the bonus offered by the backs of the books
which can be combined to create a lively street scene!
Key points

2 Titles Available
Mes petits trésors
Mes petits amis

• Nine all-board picture books in an attractive presentation box
• Each book covers a different theme: the home, toys, mealtimes,
animals, getting washed, fruit and vegetables, clothes, the garden
• Baby’s everyday world with tender illustrations from Edouard
Manceau
• A lovable and endearing central character, Bibi.

Rights Sold

Contents

Technical Specifications

Chunky all-board picture books, easy for little hands to control.
And practical, too! Little tags make it easy to pull the picture books out one by one.
A magnetic strip closes the box.
On the back cover of each picture book is an element from the story, so young readers
can prolong the adventure...

Box Format: 16,4 x 16,4 cm
Book Format : 50 x 50 x 32
9 board books
Retail price: 14,95 !
Age Group: 3 and up

Spain (Spanish, Catalan),
Italy, Norway, English
(Worldwide)

Mes petits amis

Tourbillon

Mes petits trésors
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Activities

Mon domino des couleurs
Learn the names of colours while playing!
With Edouard Manceau’s bright, entertaining
illustrations, the child will have fun while
associating shapes and colours.
A book that encourages children to look all around
them. What colours can we make grey with? Pink?
Green?
A final page to learn about mixing colours.
An elegant box with
domino cards and a book

A book - game
to learn the colors

Technical specifications
Format:
box 17x 17 cm,
16 pages book
28 cards
(rounded corners
+ foam between layers)
Retail price: 15,95 v
Age group: 3 and up
Rights sold
Portugal, Italy,
Spain (Catalan, Castillan)
English (worldwide)

Tourbillon

Domino cards
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La folle semaine
des animaux
By Carly@paperandcloth
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday... what do animals do
on each day of the week?
On Monday morning, Little Robinson Bear looks after
his lorry and in the afternoon, he takes his friends for
a ride on his scooter.
On Friday morning, Cuddles the rabbit picks potatoes
and in the afternoon, he paints in his garden. What
are the animals doing now?
They’re busy organising a big party for Georgette,
the owl!

Technical specifications
Format: 170 x 170 mm
Pages: A book of 14 spreads, 9
cube puzzles, Case
Retail Price: 19,99 €
Age group: 12 months and up

Rights Sold
English (Worldwide)

Key points:
• 9 cubes to play with and rebuild 6 pictures with our animal friends.
• A puzzle-book to count off the days of the week with irresistible little
animals.
• Modern, elegant illustrations.
• The perfect Christmas gift!

Tourbillon

With its robust
handles, children can
take their toolbox
everywhere they
go, like real little
handymen.
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1, 2, 3, Yoga
By Geneviève North-Devinat and Michèle
Desrues, ill. by Aki
The first Yoga book for children
The perfect guide to initiate children to Yoga through
an activity to be shared by the family.
Key Points
• An initiation to Yoga in a game
• The authors are experts on the subject
Content
With a dice, the Yoga apprentices sit around a board game. Cards are arranged in 5 piles
according to colour. The game can begin.
As soon as one player lands in a coloured box, he picks a card of the same colour. Each
card represents a Yoga posture with an evocative name: Tightrope walker, Cobra, Tortoise, Toboggan, the Lift… That player must then adopt the pose.

Technical specifications
Format: 179 x 226 mm
A game-book containing:
A 32-page book (174 x 220)
40 cards (6.5 x 9.5 cm)
A goose game board
4 pawns
Pages: 32
Retail price: 14,99 €
Age group: 4 and up

Inside the book; for parents, 5 simple themes help parents make children aware of Yoga:
Discover – Move – Breathe – Feel – Concentrate
Also, a step-by-step description of the poses. Easy to use.
The book helps parents instruct and guide their children to realise progressions and
poses.

Illustrator
Aki, real name Delphine Mach, has been an author-illustrator since 2008. After studying graphics at
the Ecole Duperré in Paris, she became self-employed, working mostly for children’s publishers and
press. Since 2012, she is represented by the Illustrimo agency for advertising. At the same time, you
can find her on the illustrated culinary blog Les 3 Soeurs.
Geneviève North-Devinat is a yoga teacher who trained in India and at the Ecole francaise de Yoga.
A Montessori educator, she has created several Montessori schools in France and throughout the
world. She holds the RYE diploma (Research on Yoga in Education) and is a member of the research
group ‘Yoga and children’ at the Ecole francaise de Yoga.
Michèle Desrues is a yoga teacher trained at the Ecole francaise de Yoga. Pediatrician and GP in the
public health service, she works in a Maternal and Infantile Protection department. Former member
of the ‘Yoga and children’ research group at the Ecole francaise de Yoga.

Tourbillon

Authors
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100% Yoga des petits
“ Le Yoga des petits ” To feel good in mind and body!
45 programmes are presented as clearly as possible
for young children, step by step, with the help of
metaphors that are eloquent for them.
Key points
• T his feature in Pomme d’Api has been extremely popular with
parents for more than 5 years!
• A practise that is becoming more and more popular in schools,
extracurricular workshops and centres.

Technical Specifications
Format: 210 x 300 mm
Pages: 56
Retail price: 16,90 €
Age group: 3 and up

Content
They are grouped according to themes that correspond to the needs and wishes
of parents and children: Morning rituals, Awakening the senses, Gaining flexibility and developing muscles, Strengthening the back, Balance alone or in pairs,
Calm and concentration, Bedtime.
The practice of exercises inspired by Yoga is beneficial in several ways: learning to take care of the body, looking after one’s well-being, finding the inner
resources to concentrate or relax...
Author
Elisabeth Jouanne is a teacher at nursery school and a yoga teacher. She received her
training at the Fédération française de Hatha Yoga, in particular yoga techniques for children. She has been using her knowledge every day with her pupils for fifteen years. She
authors the relaxation column in Pomme d’Api and designed a teaching pack entitled Le
yoga des petits (Bayard Éducation-2014).
Illustrator

bayard

Ilya Green was born in Provence in 1976. She has studied French literature and began
writing when she was very young. In 2004 she published her first picture book. She now
lives in Marseilles.
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Tales
NEW

Mes contes à coller
A new series to make sure children enjoy discovering
the classic tales.
Key points
• 30 stickers to play with the heroes of famous tales.
• Designed to be used by young children without the help of an adult.
• A tale simply told, to be accessible to the youngest readers.

Technical specifications
Format: 190 x 250 mm
Pages: 16,
Retail price: 4,90 €
Age group: 3 and up
8 Titles available
Le petit chaperon rouge
Les trois petits cochons,
Boucle d’or et les trois ours,
Blanche-Neige et les sept nains,
Cendrillon
Petit Poucet
Princesse au petit pois
Vilain petit canard

MILAN

Rights sold
Poland
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Early Years

more
than 750.000
copies sold

Mes docs à coller

The success of the Mes p’tits docs series inspired
Milan to create a new non-fiction series of books with
stickers.
The concept is simple but efficient: young children
acquire their first knowledge by placing stickers onto
big pictures.
The 3-7 year-olds learn the traditional basics for this
age group by placing stickers on the right spot.
An ideal way to get to know the world, and it’s fun to do!
Key points
• A
 competitive price for a new version with a different placing
procedure to the ‘P’tits docs’ books
• A complement to ‘P’tit docs’ books
• Effective illustrations and simple texts, ideal for young children
• Can be used by children alone without the help of an adult
• 40 stickers
As well as the already published ‘P’tit doc’ on the farm, here is an interactive
extension that brings more fun and knowledge by putting the accent on child
participation.
All they need to know about the farm is transmitted as children place the animals
or elements of the farm in the appropriate place.
Some examples of the instructions: ‘The farmer wants to gather some ripe plums.
Place the ladder to help him’; ‘Use your stickers to give the farmer’s wife her
gardening tools’.

Technical Specifications
Format: 19 x 25 cm
Pages: 16 + 40 stickers
Cover: wire stitched, glossy
lamination
Retail price: 4,90 €
Age group: From 3 up
Rights Sold
Poland, Simplified Chinese

45 Titles Available
Princesses
Cars
Policemen
Fortified Castles
The Sea
The Zoo
Savanah
Veterinary
Chocolate

Skying
Easter
Football
Paris
Beach
Fashion
Circus
Robots
Christmas

Carnival
Do it Yourself
Night
Trucks
The Baby
The Wolves
By plane
The Olympic
Games

Volcanoes
Cats
Atlas
Garden
Trains
Boats

MILAN

Nursery School
The Building Site
Space
The Farm
Pirates
Fire-fighters
Dinosaurs
Houses around
the World
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Activities
NEW

A l’hôpital
By Michèle Brummer Everett
A game in a book to discover the medical universe.
Key Points:
• P
 ieces to detach and assemble easily: a 3D ambulance, a child in a
wheelchair, a child with a crutch, a doctor, a nurse.
• A unique toy-in-a-book: the first carousel book that can be
transformed into a hospital
• It helps children to enrich vocabulary as well as to understand the
medical universe.

Technical specifications
Format: 235 x 315 mm
Pages: 10
Retail price: 13,90€
Age group: 4 and up
Rights sold

Contents

Italian

To understand how a hospital works, what they do there, the care provided… the child
follows the characters who appear on page after page from the emergency service to the
day they leave hospital.

The illustrator

Tourbillon

Michèle Brummer Everett was born in South Africa. When she grew up, sje went to live in
the United States where she graduated from the Art Institute of Chicago. Today, she lives
in the wild wild west with her husband.
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Activities
NEW

A la caserne des pompiers
By Michèle Brummer Everett
What do firefighters do?
Children will find out in this highly interactive book
that comes with play pieces so they can re-enact
exciting scenes! The first book ever that transforms
into a fire station!
Key Points
• E
 arly learning notions: facts about firefighters, develops the
imagination by inviting kids to invent stories
• Firefighters, a favourite theme with this age group
• Detachable pieces to make 3 firefighters, one 3D fire engine and one
rescue ladder
• A unique book and toy that transforms into a fire station.

Technical specifications
Format: 245 x 285 mm
Pages: 10
Retail price: 16,99 €
Age group: 4 and up
Rights sold
English (worldwide),
Catalan,
Spanish (worldwide),
Italian

Content
A book-toy that opens into a carousel with easy-to-make moving features.
A first non-fiction book and game on the everyday life of fire fighters, in the fire station
and on call.
Each double page represents one area of the station. Kiddies will bring it to life with firemen figures and 3D engines.
There’s a lot to learn about one of their all-time favourite subjects in this informative and
enjoyable book.
Illustrator

Tourbillon

Michèle Brummer Everett was born in South Africa. When she grew up, she went to live in
the United States where she graduated from the Art Institute of Chicago. Today, she lives
in the ‘Wild Wild West’ with her husband Daniel.
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Activities
NEW

Au château fort
By Marion Billet
The first game-book giving factual information about
the daily lives of knights in their castle.
Key Points:
• A favourite theme
• Pieces to detach and assemble easily: 2 knights, 1 princess, 1 3D
catapult and a horse.
• A unique toy-in-a- book: the first carousel book that can be
transformed into a fortified castle

Technical specifications
Format: 235 x 315 mm
Pages: 10
Retail price: 13,90€
Age group: 4 and up
2 Titles available

Contents

Chez les pompiers
À l’hôpital

A book that opens up to form a carousel to animate with easy-to-assemble elements.
Each double page represents a scene of life in a castle: the court, the dungeons, training,
the attack, celebrating victory. eces to detach and assemble let the child play by animating the scenes. An enjoyable activity and a learning tool on a theme kiddies love.

The illustrator

Tourbillon

Marion Billet was born in 1982. She studied children’s book illustration for four years at
the Emile Cohl School in Lyon. The she moved to Paris to start my career. And work as a
freelance illustrator for children’s books, advertising and designs for baby’s furniture and
clothing. Marion Billet has illustrated over 130 books in 25 countries.
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Activities
new

Trouve les animaux dingos

Monsieur Dupont

cherche-et-trouve...

déjantés !

Dans ce cherche et trouve, les animaux
sont tous complètement dingos !

by Monsieur Dupont

Les écureuils se prennent pour des renards,
les moutons portent des pulls, les escargots-aliens
causent des embouteillages cosmiques…

A seek-and-find game with crazy animals!

Suis les indices et retrouve tous ces hurluberlus,
leurs différences, leurs points communs, leurs amis,
leurs affaires égarées et éparpillées…
dans des dizaines de jeux de cherche-et-trouve !

Des centaines d’animaux rigolos
et différents niveaux de jeux…
pour tous les âges !

Key Points:
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• A multitude of challenges on each double page  
• Animals, a favourite theme with this age group
• The games develops a sense of observation, visual discrimination
and imagination!

c

COUVERTURE_TrouveLesAnimauxDingos.indd Toutes les pages

Contents
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Technical specifications
Format: 230 x 275 mm
Pages: 32
Retail price: 9,99 €
Age group: 5 and up

Every page brings a new scene where laughter is the key word. Children will need to use
their sense of observation to identify the little bears’ expressions, distinguish the patterns on the sheep’s woollen pullovers, find the mice being chased by the cats …
The progressive complexity encourages the players to study each new picture more closely. The challenges are varied, differing from one page to the next.
The illustrator
Monsieur Dupont, originally from Roubaix, is a children’s illustrator whose real name
is Guillaume. He went to Paris to study at the Institut Supérieur des Arts Appliqués
(LISAA) in the design department, and that was where he discovered illustration. When
he received his diploma, he soon left design aside to devote all his time to becoming a
self-trained children’s illustrator.
Dans tous leurs états
Au travail !

J’aimerais avoir
une aussi belle
moustache
que Léon…

Arthur pleure
vraiment tout
le temps !

Babos
est un vrai pirate !

Lady Milton
a mis ses belles
boucles
d’oreilles !

Jason sourit
de toutes
Opération infiltration
ses dents.

de linottes :
CES ANIMAUX sont de vraies têtes
C’est l’heure d’aller travailler, mais
d’eux ce qui est différent du premier.
de chaque série, trouve pour chacun

en partant du premier

! Aide-les à retrouver leurs 5 amis

Tu as vu la nouvelle
jupe de Chichi ?

Jouer avec un chat ?
Bizarre, ce Rufus !

grâce aux indices qu’ils te donnent.
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Tiens,
Tibert est passé
chez le boucher.

Hubert est allé
chez le toiletteur.
Très réussi !

Le pauvre Tom
est allé chez
le vétérinaire.

DES CHIENS ont envahi la page pour faire des bêtises ! Retrouve-les grâce aux indices dans les bulles.

10 ÉCUREUILS FARCEURS se sont infiltrés parmi les renards. Débusque-les tous !

INTERIEUR_TrouveLesAnimauxDingos.indd 6

Rosa passe
son temps
à creuser
des trous…
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Non fiction

Les 7 différences
An observational challenge in this photographic faceto-face.
Look for the details – big and small - that have
changed shape, moved around or just plain
disappeared!
Key Points:
• The mini price
• Themes that children love
• Appeals to a wide age range thanks to different levels of difficulty
in the same photo
• Development of visual discrimination

Featuring insects and sports of the world, these relaxing notebooks present pictures with several levels of difficulty Tiny tots won’t feel discouraged because
they’ll find some too.

Technical specifications
Format: 215 x 245 mm
Pages: 48
Retail price: 4,99 €
Age group: 3 and up
4 titles available

Tourbillon

Content
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Picture Books
NEW

Les super-labyrinthes
de l’espace
Ill. By Loïc Méhée
Labyrinths with wheels, labyrinths with holes, 3D
labyrinths, labyrinths that unfold… Welcome to Les
Super-Labyrinthes de l’espace.

• A book where labyrinths come to life!
• A story that needs the reader to progress.
Content
The infamous Reductos has invented a vacuum cleaner that will reduce the size
of the galaxies! Céleste and Neutrino, the intergalactic detectives, intend to stop
him. They set out to destroy the terrible machine.
Go with Céleste and Neutrino and help them thwart Reductos’s plan. This bookgame has all kinds of labyrinths and animations: flaps to lift, wheels, fold-outs,
deckled-edge die-cuts. The labyrinths are great fun but they are also effective
story devices.

Technical specifications
Format: 210 x 300 mm
Pages: 26,
Retail price: 16.50 €
Age group: 5 and up

Rights sold
China (S)

MILAN

Key Points
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Activities
new

Mes petits bricos
My first activity book (from 2 +) to enjoy all the year
round with Mum and Dad!
Key points
• A
 n awareness book to nurture creativity in very young children, as
early as 2.
• A book that forges complicity and a strong child-parent bond. For
a wide public: parents, grandparents, nannies, nursery assistants,
baby-sitters.
• Made by specialists of early childhood.

Technical Specifications
Format: 160 x 210 mm
Pages: 96
Retail price: 12,90 €
Age group: 24 months and up

Content
Thirty-five activities: games, things to make and easy recipes to try out with your parents,
arranged according to ‘topicality’ and the seasons in the context of very young children’s
lives. The aim is to help, reassure and accompany little ones in their everyday lives throughout the seasons. These activities, in the form of play, teach kiddies many skills: cutting
things out, gluing, assembling, drawing, association, folding, painting, construction…
and much more. They are made with simple materials one finds in the home: wrappers,
bottles, string, yoghurts, corks…
A few examples:
Bag for Soft Toys; I,2,3! I put on my coat; Atchoo Box; Funny Little Pots; Bird’s Canteen;
My First Musical Instruments; The Paint Car; The Crab Burger; The Bottle that Soothes;
Coco-Snowballs; Woof’s Biscuits; the Wolf Sock… and many more.

Concepts/Text/ Illustrations

bayard

Marianne Vilcoq is a writer, designer and editor of a column in Popi magazine.
Charlotte Vannier is a creator of objects and a photo stylist working for the press and
publishers of creative leisure.
Photography: Benoît Teillet
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Activities
NEW

Crazy creatures
A brand new creative leisure series – all paper and
ready to use! In a plain card box (printed two colours),
you’ll find: a 16-page instruction booklet + 15 sheets
to make stylish, zany and funny paper toys.
Key Points
•
•
•
•

Simple and enjoyable: ‘Do It Yourself’
To make immediately – no preparation required
From 6 up
Creative leisure with a topical touch

Content
Crazy creatives – 12 funny monsters dreamed up, drawn and designed by
paper engineer Arnaud Roi, with their accessories; to assemble, collect,
and bring to life in your games. There’s a fake mafia vampire with an elegant cape, a pretty hired assassin with her handbag, a surfer who looks
like a yeti on his board, a girl phantom with her ball and chain, a rocker
coffin that plays the guitar…
Pre-cut and pre-scored shapes make assembly easy: detach the shape,
fold and glue following the indications in the given order. A game book you
can develop further – explanations on the models, little stories about the
paper toys you make, extra patterns to colour and customize to express
your own artistic abilities!

Technical specifications
Format: 216 x 246 mm
box, a book of 16 pages, 15 leaves
Retail price: 11,90 €
Age group: 6 and up
3 Titles available
Crazy creatures
Crazy guirlande
Crazy insects

easy to
assemble

MILAN

pre-cut
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Activities
NEW

Archi-blocs
By Madeleine Deny, ill. by Sarah
Andreacchio
A new take on building games that puts the accent on
fun.
Key Points
• A game inspired by Montessori teaching methods
• A boxed set: one book and twelve building blocks: hundreds of
constructions are possible!
• It helps awaken children’s creativity, it develops the logic and the
memory but also motor skills and balance,
• A perfect and original gift!

Coffret_ARCHIBLOCS.indd 2

24/05/2016 09:45

Contents
In the book, game ideas with dozens of models to construct to awaken young imaginations. It’s not just a question of playing with blocks and matching the pictures on their
surface. It’s also an open game – without rules – offering hundreds of possible imaginary
creations.
Younger and older children will find something to arouse their interest, according to their
abilities.
After playing, the blocks go back into the box in a jiffy!
Archi-blocs invite children to think rather than copy a model. Inspired by the teaching
methods of Froebel, Montessori and Reggio, who were convinced of children’s huge creative and inventive powers when they are given material that offers multiple experiences.
The parent has a privileged role to play in this activity: as a guide, a helping hand, a
partner in play.
Parents will have as much fun as their offspring!

Technical specifications
Format: 190 x 235 x 55 mm
Pages: box of 12 blocks and 1
booklet
Retail price: 19,99 €
Age group: 3 and up
Rights sold
China (S), Taiwan, Korea, Italian,
Flemish, Dutch

The illustrator

Tourbillon

Sarah Andreacchio, after sharing her love of old children’s books in her blog ‘My Vintage
Avenue’, became a self-trained illustrator who decided to make this delightful profession
her own. Today, she contributes to magazines such as Oyako, Oh Comely, and Anorak,
as well as producing images for postcards and posters for publishers such as Human
Empire, Affiche Moderne, Betty & Dupree and OMM Design.
Her delicately retro style employs a surprising palette of colours, sparkling and thoroughly modern, equally suited to the world of publishing and decoration!
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Activities

Le livre des saisons de Tchà
by Jennifer Dalrymple
A whole year of nature activities to see you through
the seasons in the company of Tchà, the little sheep
who’s bursting with ideas and energy.
A warm, convivial book packed with suggestions to
enjoy each season to the full.
Key points

Technical specifications
Format: 240 x 250
Pages: 112
Retail price: 15,90 €
Age group: 2 and up

La chaleur revient doucement
et la lumière est si jolie
vie que d’une cof
hostheir
to qeveryone,
e:
ue Tchà n’a enregardless
être dehors !
Il joue, il court, il regarde partout.

• A
 book designed to appeal
culture or
faith
• To increase enjoyment of nature’s cycles and festive rites
• This book, printed in Italy with ecological inks on recycled paper,
is an entirely consistent project that meets the expectations of
environmentally conscious families

Rights sold

Mais u
préfér
avec G
Glù ava
Tchà r

Russia

… et alors, à ce moment,
tout va lentement.

Contents
Potato prints, mobiles, herbariums, land art, recipes, drawing, music, seedbeds
(even in town), shelters, lanterns, decorations, costumes... All these very simple
activities can be made from elements found in nature. In this 100 % nature year,
there is no Easter or Christmas, but instead rituals that celebrate the natural
cycles: harvest, maypole dances, festival of light...
Here, we meet up again with Tchà, his friends and family and his kindly outlook
on the world.

Tchà
n’av
la p
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la fo
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Que j’ai voulu te peindre de toutes les couleurs

Glù, mon Glù,

8

La première fois
que j’ai vu
ta coquille
translucide
dans
la lumière,
je t’ai
trouvé
si beau !

Beau, comme la crosse
d’une fougère…

Le Mobile à Merveilles

Il n’y a plus qu’à tout
assembler.

e, un caillou percé,
u de lain
orcea
du, une fleur…
U n m n b â t o n to r
u
eilles dans le pré !
e merv
Q ue d

c o lt é s
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r
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Ave va fa
à
Tch

Comme les cornes
de mon père…
Tu es si beau,
mon escargot.

La maman de Tchà l’aide à faire
les petits nœuds et à utiliser l’aiguille.

Et voici le mobile !
Tchà va l’accrocher à la branche
de l’arbre à siestes.

mê
e.
me
rgil
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e l’a
er ta forme avec d

Et

Comme un tourbillon
dans la mer…
10

Oh ! les belles spirales !

11

« Faire du land-art

explique l’arrière-pépé, c’est créer des
œuvres d’art avec des choses qu’on a
trouvées dans la nature : du bois,
des feuilles, du sable, des coquillages… »

Tchà a trouvé plein de belles choses dans
l’herbe et entre les fleurs. Mais il en a oublié.
Les vois-tu ?

16

« Les œuvres de land-art ne durent pas
longtemps. Le vent ou la mer va les
emporter. Mais ce n’est pas grave,
parce que l’important c’est ce moment
très spécial que toi et la nature
vous avez passé ensemble.

C’est plus facile de construire
le mobile quand tous les éléments
sont posés bien à plat.
17

Tchà et ses amis
installent
leur maison d’été.

Un moment de création…
très beau. »

Le cabinet
de toilette

L
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n
25

Voilà, Tchà
s’installe
avec Nini, Oplà,
Poc et Glù.

La hutte en branchages,
avec une couverture ou une
toile imperméable fixée par-dessus.
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Il y a tout ce qu’il
faut pour être bien
confortables.
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Activities

La famille Oukilé
In the Oukilé family, there’s a dad, a mum,
the children - Flore et Nestor – not forgetting Opié,
the dog. Look carefully !
The aim of the game is to find Mr and Mrs Oukilé,
Flore and Nestor, their children, and their dog Opié
in each busy scene.
Key points
• A
 game-book: in twenty scenes, you have to find the members
of the family as well as some other elements in the text.
• Illustrations bustling with details and humour, children will love
delving into them!
• Different formats: Board books, bind-up...

8 Titles Available
La famille Oukilé s’amuse
La famille Oukilé fait le tour
du monde
La famille Oukilé globe trotter
La famille Oukilé en week-end
La famille Oukilé en Europe
La famille Oukilé se régale
Le très grand voyage
de la famille Oukilé
La famille Oukilé : aventures
en anglais
Rights Sold

Picture Books + App
Le très grand voyage de la famille Oukilé - The Oukilé family’s world tour
A giant format + bumper picture pages devoted to the animals, architecture and monuments all around the world, different means of transport and of course the souvenirs the
Oukilés will be taking home!
An observation game on the Ipad/Iphone based on the « Search and find » principle.
It is aimed at children aged 3 to 10.

Belgium, The Netherlands,
Taïwan, Korea, Japan, China,
Hungary, Spanish, Catalan,
Italian
Technical Specifications
Format: 230 x 260 mm
Pages: 16
Retail price: 6,90 !
Age group: 4 and up

App Store
2,39 !

From London to Senegal via Paris, Athens, Cape Town, San Francisco, Tokyo and India,
an unforgettable trip to colour in with coloured pencils.
At each stage of this world tour, you can try to find the members of the Oukilé family, as
well as the monuments, local specialities, emblematic objects of each country that you
can colour in, along with the magnificent countryside and towns they pass through.
Hours of fun and discovery to see the planet with all its colours!

Technical Specifications
Format: 300 x 340 mm
Pages: 80
Retail price: 10,90 !
Age group: 4 and up

bayard

Mon tour du monde à colorier
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Activities
Le Jeu Oukilé

Technical Specifications

A game that develops observation, reactivity, and sharpens kiddies’
attention to detail while they enjoy the world of the Oukilé family.
1 recto-verso board with more than 300 cards to play. Who’ll be
first to find all the items in the big picture? This game will develop
alertness, concentration, visual perception, recognition of objects
and of course, children’s vocabulary...

Format: 180 x 180 mm
Content: 300 cards, 1 recto-verso
board
Retail price: 14,90 €
Age group: 3 and up

Author/ illustrator
Béatrice Veillon has a great talent for infusing her scenes of daily life with humour, or with
realism. She is particularly fond of Oukilé: when the feature began in the Pomme d’Api
mag, her own family were not unlike the Oukilés. To draw her settings with precision,
Béatrice takes time to observe, even returning several times to the scene with a camera.
Technical Specifications

Le grand cahier d’activités de la famille Oukilé

Format: 235 x 265 mm
Pages: 80 + 950 stickers
Retail price: 9,90 !
Age group: 3 and up
2 Titles Available
• Winter • Summer

Technical Specifications
Format: 230 x 260 mm
Pages: 56
Retail price: 12,90 !
Age group: 3 and up
09/09/15

09:22

.indd 1
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Colle et Colorie les transports

Author/ illustrator
Béatrice Veillon has a great talent for infusing her scenes of daily life with humour, or with
realism. She is particularly fond of Oukilé: when the feature began in the Pomme d’Api
mag, her own family were not unlike the Oukilés. To draw her settings with precision,
Béatrice takes time to observe, even returning several times to the scene with a camera.

Technical Specifications
Format: 225 mm x 330 mm
1 Poster 1, 575 m x 33 cm + 7
sheets of stickers (130)
Retail price: 9.90 €
Age group: 3 and up

bayard

A giant poster, stickers to stick and a big drawing to colour in...
A 100% Oukilé activity book on the transports theme. Fun from the age of 3!
Colour or stick, alone or with friends... hours of play and observation!
A giant detachable frieze measuring 150 x 33cm:
- add colour with stickers and crayons!
- complete the decor with 130 stickers
- a picture book about transports
- hours of play and observation!
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Activities

100% Activités
A collection of flip chart-style activity books
for 7-12 year olds. Cooking recipes, scientific
experiments, magic tricks… something to suit
all tastes and interests!
Books that make ideal gifts for any occasion...
Key Points
• A practical format, easy-to-consult while following the instructions
• An entertaining approach and a wide range of things to do or make
• A success in France, first in the magazines Astrapi and Images Doc,
then in the bookshops with 85,000 copies sold to date.
100% Illusions optiques
Optical illusions, visual enigmas, pictures with two possible readings,
contrasts and colours, impossible shapes... Let the show begin!
This book is not an illusion; it’s a door opening into the strange and marvellous world of optical illusions … The eye looks, but it is the brain that
sees! And sometimes, with a little mischief, the brain can be deceived...

17 Available Titles
Fêtes
Girls
Recycling
Science
Magic
Excellent recipes
Chocolat
Pasta
Snack time
Do it yourself
around the world
World food
Nature
Illusions opticales
Yoga
Givrés

Rights Sold

Technical Specifications
Format: 300 x 210 mm
or 265 x 182 cm
Pages: from 58 to 128
Retail price:
11,90 € to 16,90 €
Age group: 7 and up

bayard

100% Cuisine du monde
Recipes from all over the world to appreciate flavours from other lands!
100 % cuisine du monde is now in the book shops with indispensable
recipes from all 5 continents. Young readers will discover 27 countries and
54 recipes as well as ideas for drinks, sandwiches and sauces! There’s a
bonus at the end of the book: stationery to decorate the dishes and liven
up mealtimes with menus, serviettes, etc.

Spain, Lebanon, Portugal,
Simplified Chinese, Turkey
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Activities
100% Nature
Games and recipes that reflect the passing seasons... in the countryside,
in town, or in the garden and nature itself. This pretty, flip-board style book
boasts a whole range of activities that introduce you to gardening, observing nature, finding things to play with in nature, making things and cooking with seasonal fruit and vegetables, creating land art...
100% Manip Sciences
50 experiments provide an entertaining and playful approach to science. A
variety of activities focus on the Earth, nature, sustainable development,
the body, technology, astronomy... These easy and amusing activities
can be carried out on your own or with friends. A must-have for science
lovers… big and small!
100% Girls
How to make everything a girl needs!
With 4 pages of stickers!
How to create you own hats and jewels
How to sew
How to create a hairclip, magnets...
Have the most beautiful hands thanks to fake nails...
Build your own hair dresser...
100% Magician
Everything you need to know about tricks and creating effects, to be a
perfect magician ! 23 tricks to perform for your friends.
A fascinating activity book dreamt up by a real magician! 23 tricks to
dazzle your audience and masses of facts and secrets to learn all magic.
With trick props ready to cut out and of course, a magic wand. Everything
you need to put on a show!

w

Bricos
du
monde

100 % Bricos du monde
30 DIY activities to travel all around the world. This activity book offers
30 creations inspired by different cultures from the 5 continents: games,
masks, headdresses, decoration objects and accessories, music instruments, jewellery… As many objects that children will be thrilled to use,
see and offer as gifts!

LOGO Bayard

bayard

100% Recycle!
50 activities showing you how to give everyday objects
new shapes and uses.
2 pages of stickers to help you in your creations.
Give life to stones!
Make your own gloves with old sweaters.
Create picture books with CDs...

ales
30 créations origin
pour faire
e!
le tour du mond

édition jeunesse
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Activities
100% Labo
50 scientific experiments to carry out at home or in school,
for 7 years and up. Do your own yoghurt! Play with pixels!
Produce your own electricity with a windmill!
100% Excellent
120 Easy-to-cook recipes for budding chefs…
Stuffed tomatoes, Apple crumble, Pineapple charlotte...
100% Chocolate
50 chocolate-based recipes for lovers of the cocoa bean and future chefs!
Pancake, chocolat cake, chocolate pasta!
100% Pasta
50 pasta recipes for little gourmets
100% Goûters
50 chocolate-based recipes for lovers of the cocoa bean and future chefs!
Pancake, chocolat cake, chocolate pasta!
100% Fêtes
In one big easel book, fifty activities to organize your party and entertain
your guests. Birthdays, carnivals, Christmas, pyjama parties, Mother’s
and Father’s days, or just celebrating springtime… so many occasions for
friends to meet and have a great time!
- Balloons to send your invitations by air mail!
- A ‘skull’ stencil to decorate the pirate cake
- Stickers to customize your creations

bayard

100% Givrés !
An easel book with 50 recipes for home-made ice-cream: creams, sorbets,
granitas, milk shakes and entertaining creations!
Home-made ice-cream, the latest craze!
A book with 50 recipes 100% home-made.
With or without an ice-cream maker, these iced delights are easy to make,
results guaranteed! A wide choice of recipes
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Activities

ag es !
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Cap sur les États-Unis avec Eileen et Jackson, deux petits New-Yorkais…
On découvre avec eux pourquoi le drapeau américain compte 50 étoiles,
où habite le président, quels animaux vivent dans les parcs nationaux…
Grâce aux multiples tirettes, l’enfant s’amuse à deviner le sens des mots
anglais et révise les notions de base (couleurs, nombres, contraires…).
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Interactive books that make it fun to learn English
Let’s play
sports!

Let’s listen
to music!
Califo

rnia
is cool!

LET’S
SG
GO
O
TO THE USA

Lesley Ormal-Grenon
Marion Puech

Lesley Ormal-Gren
Marion Puech

Que veut dire USA ? Qui était Martin Luther King ?
De quelle couleur sont les taxis à New York ?
Avec quelle monnaie paie-t-on en Amérique ?…

Un livre interactif glais
pour s’initier à l’an
en s’amusant
Jackson
lives in
NEW YORK
CITY

Eileen loves
CALIFORNIA…

Un ouvrage
recommandé
par la rédaction de

For children who are starting to learn English during
9:HSMHOH=U\WZ^Z:
the last years of primary school, a new concept in tab
books to revise their first notions in play.

www.bayard-editions.com

13,90 €

© Bayard Éditions, 2017. 18 rue Barbès, 92120 Montrouge
ISBN : 978-2-7470-7259-5
Dépot légal : juin 2017
Tous les droits réservés. Reproduction même partielle interdite.
Loi n° 49-956 du 16 juillet 1949 sur les publications relatives à la jeunesse.
Imprimé en Chine.
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Let’s Go to School
Let’s go on holiday
Let’s go to the USA

NEW
te

ISBN 978-2-7470-7259-5

Couv_LetsGototheusa.indd 1-3

09/02/2017 16:25

In primary school, children discover the first notions
of English with their teacher: Counting, saying hello,
telling the time, the seasons…
Key points
• A
 new concept that lets children learn/revise English: the ‘big tabs’
reveal the correct answers to questions and make learning more
amusing.
• A popular theme in the book shops: learning English in primary school.
Contents
Let’s go to school
This book revises them by looking at a typical day of two children in the UK.
In 13 double pages, children discover Tom and Emma’s day from morning till bedtime, taking
in school, what they do there and classmates.
• Breakfast is ready,
Britain,
• Good friends;
• On the way to school,
• It’s Playtime
• Ready, steady, go (Sports)
• In the classroom,
• It’s Lunchtime
• Homework and bath time
• Let’s learn about Great
• The Music lesson,
• Dinner and into bed !
Each thematic double page is an opportunity to learn some words of vocabulary and sentence
constructions:
The concept of this book is new yet simple:
Asking the child questions – multiple choice, or a drawing, or a rhetorical question in the form
of humour – and checking the answer by pulling a tab. The child enjoys trying to guess the
answer, then pulling the big tab to read the correct answer (in the form of a text or a drawing).

Technical Specifications
Format: 175 x 205 mm
Pages: 26
Retail price: 13,90 €
Age group: 7 and up

Let’s go on holidays

bayard

12 double-spreads with flaps to pull: see Tom and Emma’s holidays in French and in English.
The seaside, camping, London, the mountains… all these holiday destinations are an opportunity to refresh your memory of the basic notions of English learned in primary school.

Bayard Group
Press - Publishing - Internet
www. bayard-editions.com

www.bayard-rights.com

Activities

Énigmes à tous les étages
A series of clever book-games that fold and are
transformed at each new investigation for the
pleasure of the reader who will become a detective for
the occasion!
Key points
• M
 ysteries: a popular theme in book shops today
• Fascinating book/games that sharpen young readers’ observation
skills.
• An original concept: the book folds and is gradually transformed as
the stories progress.
• Previous tomes are a big success:
Énigmes à tous les étages 1 : 33 000 copies sold
Énigmes à tous les étages 2 : 18 000 copies sold
Content
For each mystery, questions are asked and clues are given. The testimony of the
victims and the observation of the interior decors and exterior details help the
child solve the mystery and discover the culprit(s).
Thirteen mysteries in each volume, highly colourful with picturesque characters
and surroundings that are familiar to readers of the Astrapi magazine.
The themes: Theft at Willow Burrow, Burglary at the Spy’s Hotel, Mortelune’s Pizzas have Disappeared! Panic at the circus! Flood at the Skating Rink, The Lobster
Treasure, Calamity at the Hotel des Cimes, The Treasure of the 7 Dwarves, Hot
flush at the Glacier Hotel, Madness at the Farm, The Supermarket Theft, Sabotage on Mars, Mystery at the Samurai School, The Camping-Car Robbery, Ten
Mysteries Concert…
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Enigmes à tous les étages - Volume 4
by Paul Martin, ill. by collective work
Puzzles at every level: a series whose success goes from strength to strength!
Excellent sales of previous volumes: Tome 1: 54 000 copies sold. Tome 2: 21 000
copies sold. Tome 3: 12 000 copies sold. Our teams have guaranteed the differentiation between tomes. Tome 4 takes us to Paris.
Thirteen new colourful enigmas with picturesque characters and places on the
theme of Paris.

Format: 292 x 202 mm
Pages: 64
Retail price: 11,90 €
Age group: 7 and up
Rights sold
China, Korea

bayard
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Activities
new

Maxi Family
Welcome to Monsterville! After the official
introductions to 7 extremely unusual families, the
reader is invited to have fun identifying, assembling
and finding the family members in dynamic, funny
scenes.
Contents
Imagine 7 families of monsters, for real!
There are 6 members in each family: father, mother, son, daughter, grandfather
and grandmother.
When zombies, vampires, witches, ghosts, skeletons, mummies and werewolves
get together, what a weird jamboree!
In the Zombie family, the father can’t even see through his bandages. The
Vampire daughter gets around in a coffin on wheels, while the mother Witch
does pirouettes in the sky on her flying broomstick. One very discreet family,
the Werewolves, are only ever seen on nights when the moon is full. As for the
Ghosts, they like to hang around in places where there are lots of draughts …
As readers discover these extraordinary families, they are also using their sense
of observation and deduction. The families socialize, the monsters play tricks on
each other… some hide, some disappear into the background. There are lots of
snares for the reader.
Each double-page spread offers one or more games, always based on visual recognition and identification.
if you want to assemble these monster families, you’ll have to be smarter than
the Werewolves, more cunning than the Zombies, swifter than the Ghosts…
Over to you!

Format: 215 x 245 mm
Pages: 48
Retail price: 9,90 €
Age group: 4 and up
Rights sold
Spanish (worldwide)

À la nuit tombée, les Zombies ont
décidé de faire la fête. Mais parmi
les ombres du cimetière, difficile
de les repérer. Où sont-ils ?

MILAN
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Technical specifications
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Activities

Vite fait bien fait
50 idées à bricoler, custumiser, cuisiner !
Done in a Jiffy!
50 Great Ideas for Things to Make, Customize, Cook…
The concept: things that can be made quickly and
easily… like a Polaroid snapshot.
Key points
• C
 reations kids will be proud of, something for all tastes and all
moods, for lazy teens or more creative types, previously published
in Phosphore (‘Make it with our hands’ feature) where it was a great
success.
• Round cornered box, decidedly modern, recalls the icons of the
applications on smartphones.

Technical Specifications
Format: 95 x 140 mm
Pages: 50
Retail price: 13,90 €
Age group: 10 and up

bayard

Content
50 files in polaroid format with a photo of the activity on one side and the instructions on the other. The features don’t require much material, and there’s
something for everyone’s fancy: cooking, decoration, clothing, accessories, gifts,
parties…
Customize your trainers,
Decorate vases with nail varnish,
A Kinder luminous garland,
All chocolate marshmallows,
Nutella fondants,
Chocolate salami,
Tie-Dye T-shirt … and many other creations.
All these entertaining projects can be made alone, with the family or with a
friend. Have fun while learning incredible facts about how our eyes can trick us!
At the end of the book, the child will find the solutions to the many enigmas
throughout the book + cards to cut out (tops, cards, tam gram, coloured filters,
etc.).

Bayard Group
Press - Publishing - Internet
www. bayard-editions.com

www.bayard-rights.com

Activities

Comment lacer
mes chaussures ?
With a two-coloured “educational” lace and the
“rabbit-ear” method (easiest for beginners), learning
to tie one’s laces is child’s play!
Key points
• A cover with real laces - one two-colored, one plain.
• A tray-shaped cover to place shoes on.
• Have fun practicing, just like tying your own shoes!
by Madeleine Deny, ill by Raphaëlle Michaud
“Can someone tie my laces?” Before, in kindergarten, most children knew how to tie their
own laces. But today it’s a rare occurrence!
It’s very common to come across kids who’ve never taken the time to learn to lace up their
shoes. Yet it’s so simple!

Technical Specifications :
Format: 210 x 220 mm
Pages: 16
Description : A tray-shaped cover
to place shoes on.
Retail price: 10,50 €
Age group: 3 and up
Rights Sold
Portugal, Italy

Comment lire l’heure ?
A book with games to learn to tell the time!

Key points
• An attractive clock with movable hands to practice
by Madeleine Deny, ill by Raphaëlle Michaud

Technical Specifications :
Technical Specifications
Format: 215 x 200 mm
Pages: 16
Description : Covers with turn-ins
rived + two needles in thick plastic.
Inside book printed 4c on card + 2
cards with dice to build
Retail price: 11, 95 €
Age group: 6 and up
Rights Sold
Korea

Tourbillon

A first perception of the notion of passing time: the
time of day, (It’s four o’clock’)and of an action (In
fifteen minutes, we’ll have a snack)

Bayard Group
Press - Publishing - Internet
www.editions-tourbillon.com

www.bayard-rights.com

Activities

Le boulier de Dino
by Madeleine Deny, ill by Olivia Cosneau
A book with its own abacus to help children take their
first steps in mathematics!
Key points

Dino is learning to count, little by little, with the help of his abacus. His mother
gives him simple advice and shows him little games to help him progress all the
way to 50.

Technical Specifications :
Format :170 x 170 mm
Pages : 24
Description: Thick cover with
diecut to show abacus
Retail Price: 16,95 €
Age Group: 4 and up

Rights Sold
Portugal, Italy

Tourbillon

• Simple counting, the notion of tens and units
• Groups of 5 and 10, increasing and decreasing order...
• Young readers will take pleasure in counting everything around them!

Bayard Group
Press - Publishing - Internet
www.editions-tourbillon.com

www.bayard-rights.com

Activities

Nos créations mode
A new series of creative leisure books developed
around the bestseller Vive les filles! Infused with the
social network spirit, it rejuvenises the genre.
‘Vive les filles! The creative blog’ will generate a
thematic series (Fashion, Bracelets and jewellery,
back to School….) Four bloggers aged 12-13 present
their blog page by page: twenty things to make
(simple DIY projects, stylish and modern) and
discuss them.
Key points

Technical Specifications
Format: 160 x 200 mm
Pages: 64
Retail Price: 9,90 €
Age group: 10 to up

• 20 creations to make using a variety of techniques and materials
(embroidery, sewing, weaving, stencils, transfers, stamps, textile
paints, masking tape, sequins, lace, tulle, felt, denim, feathers, pearls,
studs…).
• 4 strong and stylish trends with something for every girl (with 4
bloggers, everyone will find something to their taste).
• 5 creations from each girl blogger, assembled at the end, give this
book its little bonus: a stylish look from head to foot.

Coucou, les filles !
Je m’appelle Emma,
j’ai 12 ans, j’adore
les pâtisseries (les faire
mais aussi les manger !)
et le dessin. Je rêve
de devenir designer
culinaire ou graphiste.
Suivez-moi !

shlis
ma wi

1

t

2 des vernis

à ongles pastel

un sac cartable

3

un présentoir à gâteaux

4 des crayons de pro

pour sublimer mes dessins

5 un combishort imprimé

6

un pendentif oiseau

7 une coque de

téléphone gourmande

Nos créations bijoux
The books in the series will treat different themes (Fashion, Jewellery, Back to
School…). Four 12-13 year-old girls, inveterate bloggers, propose 20 things to
make and exchange ideas about them.
Technical Specifications

MILAN

Format: 160 x 200 mm
Pages: 64
Retail Price: 9,90 €
Age group: 10 to up

Bayard Group
Press - Publishing - Internet
www.editionsmilan.com

www.bayard-rights.com

Activities

Mon atlas à colorier

asiE
EUROPE

aMéRiQUE
OCéaniE

aFRiQUE

Mon

This big atlas is an opportunity for kids about to
leave primary school to discover geography in the
most entertaining way... A world tour in pictures and
photos to be completed with crayons, paintbrushes
and the stickers included in the book.

à colorier
des
recettes

des
activités

Key points
Technical specifications

• A
 n original book of the same format as Plumes, ecailles et crayons de
couleur
• A new concept on the market: an atlas kids will enjoy making their
very own
• A category that’s increasingly popular in non-fiction today

Format: 270 x 300
Pages: 88
Retail price: 15,90 €
Age group: 7 and up
Rights sold
Russia, Germany, China, Poland

Contents
DP STICKERS + CARTE : 10 stickers animaux dessinés

OCéanie

82

You find lots of atlases on the children’s non-fiction shelves: learning languages in primary school has encouraged parents to let their children discover the lands beyond their
own borders.
This atlas – the first of its kind – really stands out from the bunch. It invites children to
interact; the many activities help them assimilate the information given on each page.
They can send postcards to their friends, colour in monuments, make an Italian dessert,
place stickers representing fish in the seas of Oceania...
In the same format as the big colour-in book Plumes, écailles et crayons de couleur,
published in June by Bayard, this isn’t just another ‘extracurricular’ book; more like an
enjoyable discovery of our world and all its riches. The atlas is divided into distinct parts
(recognisable by a colour code) each part corresponding to one of the continents. Similar
themes are treated in each part, but in different ways: climate, countryside, gastronomy,
culture, leisure, crafts, customs… and many more.

About the author
After studying literature, Anne-Sophie Cayrey spent 15 years in children’s publishing
(Nathan, La Martinière). She has created activity books, picture books and non-fiction for
children, published by Nathan, Hachette, ABC Melody, Talents Hauts and, more recently,
with Magnard Jeunesse: Mon carnet de filles and Mon petit Tour du monde.
At the same time, she develops digital projects for Dokéo.TV, a digital channel diffused
by Nathan, as well as apps for children.
ASIe
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Une poche pour deux

2/ Yop tchagui (taekwondo) :
avance de deux cases.
3/ Hiki waza (kendo) :
recule de quatre cases.
4/ Hansoku-make (judo) :
la partie est terminée pour toi…

jouer

5/ Palkup (taekwondo) :
recule de deux cases.

Les animaux d’Océanie
ont de drôles de noms.

Thaïlande et ressemble à de la
boxe. Les combattants ne portent
pas de gants pour protéger
leurs mains. Les techniques
d’attaque des animaux sont
utilisées pour l’apprentissage :
la technique du singe blanc, du
buffle, etc.

à toi de

pratiqué au Japon depuis
400 ans. Autrefois, c’étaient
les guerriers japonais, les
samouraïs, qui se battaient
entre eux avec un long sabre.
Aujourd’hui, les combattants
utilisent soit une lame non
tranchante, soit un grand bâton
en bambou.

jouer

Les arts martiaux
proviennent d’Asie.
Certains, comme le taekwondo ou le judo,
sont des disciplines olympiques.

Avec un ou plusieurs amis,
lancez le dé chacun
à votre tour. Le premier
qui arrive au podium
a gagné.

Le bando est originaire de
Birmanie. Il utilise également
les techniques d’attaque
des animaux pour les prises :
cobra, scorpion, panthère, etc.
On peut se battre avec ou sans
armes et tous les coups sont
permis… dans les règles de
cet art !

6/ Mat-trong (muay boran) :
avance de quatre cases.

Compose un poème
rigolo en les utilisant !

7/ Kiaï (karaté et kendo) :
passe ton tour.
8/ Mae ryote dori (aïkido) :
passe deux tours.
9/ Oi tsuki (karaté) :
retourne à la case départ.
10/ Shime-waza (judo) :
relance le dé et avance
d’autant de cases
que de points indiqués.
11/ Hiki wake (judo) :
tous les joueurs se placent
sur ta case.

Drôles de noms !
74

Le muay boran vient de

Le kendo est un art martial

Règles du jeu :
1/ Kansetsu Geri (karaté) :
relance le dé et avance d’autant de cases
que de points indiqués.

manie
le de Tas ies
Si le diab et des man
u,
a des tocs roux kangouroil,
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C’est quefou mais très ami,
un peu
kiwi, son !
que le
fruit
Croit
délicieux
est un

à toi de

Le jeu de l’oie
des arts

On dit souvent que cet animal a un bec
de canard, des pattes de loutre et
une queue de castor ! En tout cas,
c’est un animal étrange qui intéresse
les scientifiques, car c’est le seul
mammifère à pondre des œufs.
Il peut également empoisonner
ses proies grâce à un aiguillon rempli
de venin ! Curieux animal, non ?

Si la maman kangourou possède
une poche, c’est pour que ces petits
puissent survivre. Lorsqu’un bébé naît,
il mesure 2 cm et pèse 1 gramme !
Sourd et aveugle, il rampe jusqu’à
une mamelle et s’y accroche pendant
six ou sept mois ! Dès que le petit
commence à sortir de la poche et même
s’il tète encore, un autre se développe
naturellement, ce qui fait que le grand
doit partager la place !

Le taekwondo est un art
martial coréen qui existe depuis
2 000 ans. Les participants
utilisent leurs pieds et leurs
mains pour se battre.

Le kung-fu est un terme qui
regroupe un grand nombre de
boxes chinoises différentes. Il
se pratique à mains nues ou
avec des armes : épée, lance,
bâton ou sabre.

Le judo vient du Japon.
On le pratique dans un dojo.
Les adeptes de cet art martial
s’appellent des « judokas » et
portent des judogis (qu’on nomme
aussi « kimonos ») !

L’aïkido est un art martial
japonais. C’est un sport de
défense, le but étant d’arrêter
son adversaire.

Le karaté est né sur l’île
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japonaise d’Okinawa. C’est un
sport de défense et d’attaque
qui utilise toutes les parties du
corps.

Le kalarippayatt est un art
martial d’Inde du Sud pratiquée
au départ uniquement par les
guerriers. C’est l’un des plus
anciens arts martiaux !
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Activities

Watch out for this one, a zany and explosive series!
More than 150 manual activities (cut outs, scribbling,
colour-in…) a feast of all the silly things children
dream of.
Kids can let off steam while acquiring skills
(developing motricity, following instructions…)
with the ‘Gribouille tout’ series.
It’s a touch of fantasy in the world of colour-in books
for young kids.
Key points
+ 150 enjoyable activities
a colour in and sketch book, but cheekier!
funny drawings to ridicule show offs and ‘mini-Miss Campsites’
themes include holidays, Christmas, classic tales etc.
Adults have doodle pads, now kids have their very own books to let
off steam!

My Beastly Book of Silly Things

150.000
old
copies s

Poil à gratter

Ligne de mire

Technical Specifications
Format: 24 x 27 cm
Pages: 120
Retail price: 8,50 !
Age group: 4 and up
Fais de vrais

trous dans ce pull qui gratte.

26/02/09 11:23:23
Betises-INT2.indd 101

Rights Sold

26/02/09 11:40:37

Italy, Russia, Germany, China,
Finland, Taiwan, Castillan

My Beastly Book of Monsters

Dessine une tache de pipi sur sa culotte.

Dessine des monstres au milieu du hamburger.
INT-Monstres2.indd 51

Dessine un super-héros pour massacrer ce monstre.
101
26/02/09INT-Monstres2.indd
9:53:15

26/02/09 10:43:55

4 Titles Available
Mon cahier de bêtises
Mon cahier de contes
Mon cahier de monstres
Mon cahier de Noël

MILAN

Dessine
plein de pipi
sur ladecuvette
et par terre.
Ajoute
des verrous
à la porte
ta chambre.
Betises-INT2.indd 51

monstre attack

•
•
•
•
•

p’tite fuite

ngue aux autres voitures.

Gribouille tout
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Colouring Books

projet couv batailles:Mise en page 1
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Big picture books that offer drawing and colouring
activities are genuinely adapted to nursery school
tots!
The little readers are encouraged to complete
the illustrations freely in their own way guided by
instructions suited to their level: tracing a path,
drawing patches on the cow, or spots
on the ladybird…
For all little artists who love to colour and draw
and are full of ideas!
Key points
• A
 large format that’s comfortable to work with and heavy paper
that can take pastel, felt tips, pencils or paint,
• Well-known artists, Hervé Tullet, whose humour and talent
encourages tiny tots to complete their drawings,
• A lovely gift book at an attractive price that will result in an album
of drawings parents will want to keep!

Technical Specifications
Format: 27,5 x 32 cm
Pages: 64
Retail price: 9,90 !
Age group: 2 and up

Rights Sold
Korea, Russia, Israel,
China, Latvia, Estonia,
Lithuania, Spain,
Catalan, Czech, Italy

Batailles de couleurs

bayard

Battle, a spontaneous and sometimes aggressive line is the departure point for a whole
range of creations: battles of colours, battles of flowers, naval battles, knights in battle…
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A toi de gribouiller
A drawing book that is entirely devised around scribbling, and so is absolutely ideal for
the young!
The little readers are invited to doodle in the images created by Hervé Tullet: first of all,
wherever they want, then, bit by bit, in images that they have to complete. In this fashion,
they create trees, flowers and clouds, make it rain and show the sun coming out, put out
fires and a real springboard for the imagination!

Technical Specifications
Format: 27,5 x 32 cm
Pages: 64
Retail price: 9,90 !
Age group: 2 and up

Rights Sold
UK, USA, Spain
(spanish, catalan), Korea,
Italy, Israel, Russia, China,
Latvia, Estonia

The Author

bayard

Hervé Tullet was born in Avranches in 1958. He studied illustration and advertising before working for ten years as an art director in public relations and
advertising. In 1990, he produced his first magazine illustrations and in 1994, he
published his first book for children, for Seuil Jeunesse. As both author and illustrator, he has written twenty books (Jeu de doigts and Moi, C’est Blop, Panama
2006, L’Imaginier, Seuil Jeunesse 2005), and also illustrates for magazines.
http://tullet.free.fr/
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Les petites mains dessinent
by Bridget Strevens-Marzo
Big picture books that offer drawing and colouring
activities are genuinely adapted to nursery school
tots!
The little readers are encouraged to complete
the illustrations freely in their own way guided
by instructions suited to their level: tracing a path,
drawing patches on the cow, or spots on the ladybird…

Rights Sold
UK, USA, Spain (Spanish,
Catalan), Italy, Greece and
Taiwan

For all little artists who love to colour and draw and
are full of ideas!

Technical Specifications

Key points

Format: 27,5 x 32 cm
Pages: 60
Retail price: 10,90 E
Age Group: 3 and up

• A
 large format that’s comfortable to work with and heavy paper that
can take pastel, felt tips, pencils or paint,
• Well-known artists, Bridget Strevens and Hervé Tullet, whose
humour and talent encourages tiny tots to complete their drawings,
• A lovely gift book at an attractive price that will result in an album of
drawings parents will want to keep!
Tes petites mains dessinent - Vol 1
The little readers are invited to complete the brightly-coloured illustrations themselves: draw in the roofs of the houses, colour in the candles on a cake… they can
have fun using their tiny hands like real budding artists, as they experience their
first drawing lesson.
The Author
Bridget Strevens-Marzo was born and raised in London before coming to study
painting in France. Today, she is both an art teacher and illustrator and contributes regularly to Pomme d’Api and Popi magazines. She has already had books
published by Harper Collins, Little Hare, Bayard etc.

bayard

http://www.bridgetstrevens.com
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new

Contes à colorier
By Bridget Marzo
How to discover the traditional tales by drawing
colouring yourself through this new collection.
4 favourite tales.
Key points
• All round activities – reading, colouring and drawing
• Kiddies’ favourite tales at an attractive price: 4,90 €
• The perfect buy for the holidays

Content
The three little pigs
It’s the story of three little pigs. They need you and your pencils to escape from the big
bad wolf. Help them build their house and stop the wolf from getting in!
Cinderella
Poor Cinderella would just love to go to the ball like all the other girls! Her godmother
would like to help her, but her magic want is out of order!
Goldy locks
A pretty house, pots of honey, bowls, chairs and beds… so many lovely pictures to colour!
Hansel & Gretel
Hansel and Gretel’s family is so poor that their stepmother wants to abandon them in the
forest. They need your help!
Technical Specifications
Format: 195 x 195 mm
Pages: 16
Retail price: 4,90 €
Age group: 4 and up
4 titles

Avec ton crayon,
dessine le chemin
le plus court
vers la maisonnette
de notre frère.

bayard

Ouf, merci ! Nous nous sommes
échappés de justesse.
Avec ton feutre,
dessine des bûches
pour bloquer le passage du loup.
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Mes docs à colorier
After the success of ‘Mes docs à coller’, the ‘P’tits docs’
range of activities continues to grow with ‘Mes docs à
colorier’.
A series of colour-in books that are entertaining,
creative and educational. Focused on a theme kids find
irresistible, they will introduce youngsters to colouring
and graphics.
Have fun getting to know all about Christmas! When a
child is colouring the image, they plunge into a universe
they enjoy and find reassuring. They get to know basic
graphics (one example of the instructions: ‘Finish
drawing the branches of the Christmas tree’) while
reading through the facts given.
A complete book at an affordable price!

Technical Specifications
Format: 197 x 197 cm
Pages: 32
Retail price: 5,50 €
Age group: 3 and up
21 Titles Available

• 8
 pages. Raised varnish makes it easy to stay within the lines for the
prettiest pictures.
• Clear, effective illustrations and a simple text to learn while colouring.
• Instructions adapted to nursery school learners.

more
than 50.000
copies sold

Les dinosaures
Les chevaliers
Les pompiers
Les princesses
La ferme
Paris
Les pirates
La plage
Le cirque
Noël
La danse
Au Poney-club

MILAN

Key points

Bébés animaux
Chantier
Châteaux-forts
Jungle
Savane
Voitures
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Mes cahiers d’activités
A collection of three great activity books.
Lots of fun while encouraging children’s creativity ..
with a little touch of fantasy!
Mon cahier d’activités tout noir
Illustrated by Aki
Striking and stylish, sporting a uniquely sophisticated die-cut, flexi-plastic binding, Play
and Color in Black and White is an activity book with a difference. The bold minimalist
palette almost begs kids to decorate the 96 pages with bright color and whimsical imagination, using not only their crayons but also the more than 100 fluorescent neon stickers
included with the book.

Technical Specifications
Format : 220 x 220 mm
Pages : 96
Description:
Note book, with plastic cover,
2 sheets of 60 stickers (fluo, white,
black) black cover with die-cuts
Retail Price: 12,95€
Age group: from 5 to 8
Rights Sold
Portugal, Italy, English (worldwide),
Basque, Russia, Belgium,
The Netherlands, Italy, China,
Spanish, Catalan, Poland

Mon cahier d’activités créatives

Illustrated by Aki
An activity book to develop your creative powers. Complete the decors, make tons of paper,
finger puppets, a spell-caster, a magic flower, a perpetual calendar, create a tangram, a book…
Invent and imagine extraordinary animals, draw with both hands at the same time … More
than 70 things to do and make - drawing, folding and cutting.
Technical Specifications
Format : 220 x 220 mm
Pages : 96
Description:
Retail Price: 12,95€
Age group: 5 and up
Rights Sold

Tourbillon

Italy, Basque, English (Worlwide),
Simplified Chinese
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PANTONE BLANC/WHITE
485 C

Mon cahier d’activités tout fou
By Madeleine Deny, ill. by Johana Wiesak
After Mon cahier d’activités tout noir, and Mon cahier d’activités créatives comes
a notebook full of hilarious mutants, outlandish characters, grumpy objects, walls
to graffiti, trash cans to fill... The child will complete the characters, learn how to
draw monsters, or a cactus, cut-out and play at exquisite corpse with drawings...
Hours of pleasure for young and older kids!
,
Un cahier d activités
,
pour s amuser,

développer sa créativité...
et son petit brin de folie.
Un cahier tout fou

Madeleine Deny
Illustré par Joanna Wiejak

pour dessiner
en riant !

Technical Specifications
Format: 200 x 220 mm
Pages: 96
An activity notebook with cut-outs,
pages to colour in...
Printed notebook cover
Retail price: 12,99 €
Age group: 5 and up
Rights Sold
Italy, Russia, China

Dessine-moi un mutant
By Paul Martin
Prends tes crayons…
C’est à toi de dessiner
les fantômes, les lutins,
les robots, les chiens volants,
les étranges savants,
les extra-terrestres
et les canards masqués
qui peuplent ce livre
scandaleusement rigolo.

A madcap activity book. A drawing pad that lets children create and complete
pictures in a wacky universe – totally crazy, but above all, funny.
This book answers the famous question, ‘What am I drawing?’
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Technical Specifications

Tourbillon

Format: 200 x 220 mm
Pages: 96
Retail price: 12,99 €
Age group: 6 and up
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NEW

Magnetology
For little ones, a playful non-fiction series using 45
magnetic pieces to enjoy matching elements with
their environment.
From little characters in their house, to vehicles and
trucks into the construction site or baby animals into
their natural habitats, kids will love to play and learn
at the same time.
When play is done, the pieces can be neatly stored in
the handy pocket in the front ready for the next time
of on-the-go, travel-friendly play.
Key points:
• O
 n each double spread, a multitude of details to observe.
• Young readers have 45 magnets (characters, decors, furniture,
decorative accessories...) to place wherever they think is right;
inventing scenes.

Technical specifications
Format: 230 x 310 mm
Pages: 6 double pages
45 magnets
Retail Price: 16,99 €
Age group: 3 and up
Rights Sold
Italy, English (Worldwide),
Taïwan, Flemish, Dutch

Content
Mes dinosaures magnétiques
Ill by Sandra Laboucarie
45 magnets to make learning a pleasure!
With this playful non-fiction book, young readers will discover dinosaurs in their universe.
With 45 magnets to move at will, they will help these impressive creatures to find their
era and their natural environment. On each double page, a different universe is represented, which makes learning easier: The First Dinosaurs, The Era of Giants, The Last
Dinosaurs, In the Seas, In the Air.

Tourbillon

After the discovery stage comes the time of invention! Children will imagine stories and
encounters because now, dinosaurs hold no secrets for them!
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Mes chantiers magnétiques
Ill by Olivier Latyk
Take a look at any busy playroom—it’s a construction site!
From building with blocks to picking up a toy car and going “Vroom-vroom!,” kids will
always be drawn to playing with vehicles and putting things together.
45 magnetized workers, machines, and tools offer everything kids need to help construct
a road, a house, bring water and electricity in town.

Baby Animals
ill by Janik Coat
Where do all those animal babies live? Using the 45 magnetic play pieces included, little
ones will enjoy matching various baby animals to their parents, while learning about the
habitats in which they live.
There’s even a helpful spread at the back of the book to let young readers confirm that
they’ve placed those babies right where they belong! It all adds up to one irresistible,
oversized package for every child endlessly curious about baby animals.

Tourbillon

The author
Janik Coat is a graduate of The Art College of Nantes-Métropole. She has published 15
books, and lives and works in Paris.
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Les nouvelles maisons des petits amis
By Peggy Nille
What a mess! Brand-new homes, empty rooms—now what? It’s preschool readers to the
rescue as they get to arrange—and rearrange—all the furniture and accessories in every
house on the street. Fifty magnetic pieces to place on magnetized pages—from bathroom
rugs to the kitchen sink—will unleash the inner interior decorator in every four- and fiveyear-old, whether they’re restless in the backseat of the car, bored on a jet plane flight, or
simply playing on the living room floor.
The author

Tourbillon

Peggy Nille studied painting and design at the Beaux-Arts de Paris. She has been illustrating full time since 2005.
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Ma famille et moi

Madeleine Deny . Kiko

Ma famille

et moi

By Madeleine Deny,
ill. by Kiko
A Happy Families game starring your own family:
characters, physical traits, jobs, who’s who?

avec
un jeu
de
7 familles

Do a little research - think about your family and
create your own family tree.

Technical Specifications
Format: 230 x 220 mm
Pages: 48
Retail price: 12,99 €
Age group: 6 and up

Includes a real Happy Families game.
Who is your family?
How many children in your family?
Who is your dad’s dad?
Do you have any cousins?
Do you take after your dad?
Or are you more like your mum?
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La famille

Bonbec
Le nom de
famille

Comment est ton nom :

long, court, facile ou difficile

à prononcer ?

La famille
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Les enfants
Garçons ou filles, combien
y a t-il d’enfants chez toi ?

Tutti Frutti

Dans la famille Bonbec,
l’image, en vois-tu d’autres ?
il y a quatre enfants. Regarde bien

Chez les Tutti Frutti, les enfants
portent le nom de leurs
deux parents.
Comment s’appelle Aldo,
le fils de Tony Tutti et de
Mina Frutti :
Aldo Tony , Aldo Tutti Frutti
ou Aldo Mina ?
5

Tourbillon

9

Aldo Tutt Frutti.

Dans l’arbre, repère les lettres
de ton nom de famille.
Compare ensuite ton nom
à celui de la famille Tutti
Frutti :
lequel possède le plus de
lettres ? Lequel a le plus
de T ?

Réponsee :

à éclore dans le nid !
4

Oui, l’œuf d’un petit Bonbec est prêt

8

Réponse :

avec le même nombre
Sur l’arbre à papillons, trouve la branche
dans ta famille.
d’insectes colorés qu’il y a d’enfants
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Un mémo
by Hervé Tullet
Memorize shapes and motifs to make pairs.
Link cards together to form paths – a two-in-one
game full of surprises!
36 cards and the rules of the game

• I magination and interactivity: Hervé Tullet’s name has become a
reference in this sector.
• 2 years after Un Jeu (+6,000 copies sold) a new game full of surprises
signed Hervé Tullet.
• Hervé Tullet breathes new life into a simple, basic game!
Author
Creator of about sixty children’s books, the most recent published by Bayard and Phaidon, Hervé Tullet loves creating a surprise when he meets children in his workshops, and
the magic works just as well in his books, always eagerly awaited. (Un livre, Couleurs,
Sans titre, Atelier dessins, Un jeu, Turlututu Coucou c’est moi !, Moi, c’est Blop !, Livre de
coloriages...).

Technical Specifications
Format: 148 x 105 mm
A box with 36 cards
Retail price: 15,90 €
Age group: 2 and up
Rights Sold
Simplified Chinese, Italian,
English (Worldwide), Spain,
Basque, Poland

bayard

Key points
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Un jeu
by Hervé tullet
A game that stimulates children’s imagination!
Picking coloured discs from a bag and using them to
complete the cards designed by Hervé Tullet: children
are encouraged to form logical patterns, rhythms
and colour combinations. The result is strikingly
beautiful!
Content
For 2 to 6 players aged 3 to 8.
The winner is the player who completes the highest number of cards by placing
discs of three colours. Several levels of difficulty: cards with 3 spots are easy,
cards with 6 spots a little more tricky!

25 double-sided game cards
• 90 red, blue and yellow discs
• instruction sheet
•

un

Technical specifications
Format: 200 x 150 mm
Included: 90 pieces
and 25 cardboard cards
Retail price (recommended):
18,90 €
Age group: 3 and up
Rights sold
English (Worldwide),Germany,
Basque, Japan, China, Taiwan

je u

jeu de co uleurs et de lo gique
a g am e o f co l o u r s and v i s u al l o g i c

But du jeu
Compléter le plus grand nombre de cartes/dessins
avec des pions de trois couleurs.
Il y a en tout 25 dessins à 3 pions
et 25 dessins à 6 pions.

no mBre de jo ueurs
de 2 à 6

PréParatio n du jeu

The winner is the player who completes the highest
number of cards by placing disks of three colours.
Before beginning a game: lay out at least three cards
in front of the players. They may be chosen at random,
or according to the age of the players: cards with 3 spots are easy,
cards with 6 spots are a little more difficult.

Regle_du_Jeu_05.indd 1

25/06/13 19:40
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On commence par étaler au moins trois dessins
bien en vue devant les joueurs.
On peut choisir les dessins au hasard
ou selon le niveau et l’âge des joueurs.
Dessins à 3 pions : facile.
Dessins à 6 pions : moyen.
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Jeux de l’oie
Two formats of books containing snakes and ladders
board games, to have fun wherever you are!
Key points
• Various snakes and ladders boards for girls and boys,
• Entertaining and original themes:
the diabolical farm; mission planet in peril; the knights’ attack;
ready,steady … go!; in the forest of tales.
• Dice included in the cover: handy for playing wherever you are,
on the train or in the car!
• Pawns that can be stored away in the cover.
Mon premier jeu de l’oie
With the first throw of the dice, young players name the colour the dice landed
on and move the goose the number of squares between the start and the colour
on the board. At the second throw, the player moves the goose the number of
squares indicated on the dice.
If there’s an instruction on this square, the player obeys before their partner
takes their turn. The first to reach 30 has won.
An early initiation to snakes and ladders adapted to the youngest players with
shorter boards (30 squares instead of 63) and entertaining, positive instructions
(the child always moves forward rather than being sent back or missing a turn.)

Rigts Sold
Spain, Portugal, Italy,
Slovenia

Technical Specifications
Large format
Format: 21,5 x 24 cm
Pages: 6 board games
6 pawns in a drawer
2 dice in the spine
19,95 v
Age Group: 5 and up
Small format
Format: 17 x 17 cm
Pages: 4 board games
2 dice in the spine
5 pawns in a drawer
14,95 v
Age Group: 4 and up

Large format

Tourbillon

Small format
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Petits jeux à partager
Comical brain-teasers, fun and games to share.
Key Points
• Brightly coloured boards, rich in detail
• Easy to bring with the child everywhere
• Original production feature – dice incorporated
Content
A game-book with 5 different theme boards containing:
1 hopscotch board game
2 goose games with different themes
Adventure!
Your path is strewn with traps! The players will have to jump on a lama’s back, cross a
bridge suspended over a precipice, frighten a gorilla and try not to fall into the red abyss…
Protect the animals
Track the poachers to save the baby koalas, help the crocodiles in Siam to cross the river,
watch over an albatross nest…
1 snakes and ladders revisited – Snakes and Giraffes!
1 Ludo game, ‘My Little Ponies’
The games are designed for 2-6 players
Average game lasts 10 minutes
2 dice and 8 pawns incorporated
Jeu du moulin

Technical specifications
Format: 235 x 275 mm
Pages: 10
Retail price: 19,99 €
Age group: 5 and up
Rights sold
English (worldwide), Spain,
Portugal, Italy, Flemish/Dutch

Jeu de l’oie
Matériel : 2 dés, 1 pion par joueur.
Durée d’une partie : 15 minutes.
la partie.
Le but du jeu : Le premier arrivé sur la case 63 gagne

fait 5 aux dés,
Si un joueur est, par exemple, sur la case 60 et qu’il
de 2 cases (jusqu’à la case 61).
il avance de 3 cases (jusqu’à la case 63) et recule
».
Chaque joueur choisit un pion et le place au « départ

Comment jouer ?

nombre aux dés commence.
• Celui qui obtient le plus grand
pion du nombre de points obtenus.
• Il relance les dés et avance son
• Lorsqu’il arrive sur une case avec une consigne, il doit la suivre.

Matériel : 3 pions de même couleur par joueur.
Durée d’une partie : 5 minutes.
Le but du jeu : Aligner ses pions.
aux dés commence
Comment jouer ? Celui qui obtient le plus grand nombre
de rôle, pose un pion.
et place un pion sur une case. Puis chacun, à tour
fait glisser un de ses pions
Quand tous les pions sont posés, chaque joueur
sur une case libre.
Le premier qui aligne ses pions marque un point.

•
•

Tourbillon

à l’aventure !
Protégeons les animaux
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Activities

Memory - Loto Art Games
Two games about Art : an authentic introduction
to the visual arts for children of 4 and over.
Key points
• 3
 2 cards to play the Memory or Loto game and train the eye
to recognise paintings
• Books presenting an entire collection of paintings with simple
and accessible commentaries
• Delightful objects in itself, a pretty case to hold the cards
and the book.
• An initiation to the history of painting through the game.

Technical specifications
Format: 18 x 18 cm
Pages: 128
Retail price: 15,95 v
Age group: 4 and up

Contents
Ermine, dog, owl, tiger… With the Memory game, the child has to find then collect two identical cards. The child’s eye becomes practised at recognising details
from the picture selection. Afterwards, in the book, the child can find these same
details in the complete paintings. Goya, Picasso, Magritte,Da Vinci, Dali… sixteen
works of art depict animals from prehistoric times to the 20th century, to offer
young readers a first panorama of the history of painting.
The text accompanying each painting encourages children to make their own
interpretation.

Already available
Memory of Art
Loto of Art
Technical specifications

Tourbillon

Format: 16 x 16 cm
Pages: 16
Box with 32 cards
a separate book
Retail price: 18 v
Age group: 4 and up
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Activities

On joue
My Make-Believe Career Play Sets, a fun and playful
series to imagine being a teacher, a veterinarian, a
doctor, a mechanic, etc.
These play-sets open into a three-panel exam room,
class room, or a garage, where children can pretend to
be what they want as a professional.
Included are lots of play pieces—animals, medical
instruments, health records, notes books, or all
necessary accessories linked to the occupation.
Key points
• L earning concepts: vocabulary and imagination developments
• Deepening a passion theme
• Dozens of items to fit and cut

On joue à la marchande
By Virginie Desmoulins, Ill. by Nathalie Choux
A play-set to be as the shopper and become the seller or buyer.
The child learns to recognize fruits and vegetables in season, apprehends the first
notions of money from 150 accessories to be prepared: a notes, coins, Visacard machine
receipt, price tags ...

Technical Specifications
Format: 290 x 350 mm
Retail price: 17,95 v
Age group: 6 and up
5 titles available

On joue au garagiste

I want to be a Teacher
I want to be a Doctor
I want to be a Vet
I want to be a Mechanic
I want to be a Shopper

Tourbillon

Ill by Gwen Keraval
A garage to play. Cars to customize, repair, wash ... all on a documentary and playful
background.
A play-set for car enthusiasts with 60 accessories: driver’s license, vehicle registration, oil
can, tools, battery, engine ...to become truly a mechanic!

Bayard Group
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Activities
On joue à la maîtresse ?
“Open your books at page 16 and do exercises 4, 5 and 6!” the teacher said.
Why not play at being teacher?
A Velleda board (with a sponge and a wiper), an acetate clock and more than 30 pieces
to play at being the schoolteacher: jotters, books, stars, bad exercises to correct, the
teacher’s jotter …
Content
• 10 Note books
• 5 Cards (History, English, Animals, Numbers)
• 1 Poster
• 1 Time Clock
• 1 white board
• 1 sponge
• 1 Felt pen

Technical Specifications
Format: 290 x 350 mm
Retail price: 17,95 v
Age group: 6 and up
Rights Sold

60.000 copies
sold

Spain
(Spanish and Catalan),
Italy, Russia, Slovenia, Portugal,
Denmark

A Class room lansdcape

Lesson’s Cards

Reward
marks

Work books - Note books

Anne-Sophie Baumann studied science and literature before becoming an editor and an
author. She lives outside of Paris, France.
Lucie Brunellière began her career as an illustrator for magazines, but now concentrates
on illustrating children’s books. She lives in Strasbourg, France

Tourbillon

About the authors
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Activities
On joue au vétérinaire ?
What child hasn’t considered becoming a vet? Here’s a play set that young animal lovers
can enjoy and practice taking care of animals. The room, which includes a fold-out weighing scale and examination tables, X-ray screen and computer, is filled with 60 play
pieces: dogs, cats, birds, and rabbits, fact sheets about different breeds, X-rays, medicines, and even treats for the creatures. Future vets can look up an animal’s health record,
treat a wound, give the animals eye drops or vitamin drops, and learn to do much more!
Handy pockets on the panels allow pieces to be easily stored so they can be used again
and again.

Technical Specifications
Format: 290 x 350 mm
Retail price: 17,95 v
Age group: 6 and up

Rights Sold
Italy, Portugal, Spain (Spanish
and Catalan), Russia, Denmark,
English (worlwide)

On joue au docteur ?
All you need to be like a real doctor !
Rich in accessories and in information, to be placed vertically in front of the child to play
doctor.
Content
• a measuring tape, scales, health records, prescriptions;
• 6 children and a baby to treat;
• an exam table with a step stool to lift;
• sheets for the table, to change on the arrival of each new patient;
• the doctor’s case with its indispensable instruments;
• posters, a support for X-rays;
• a cupboard containing medication.
Technical Specifications
Format: 290 x 350 mm
Description: Outer Case 3 parts +
various elements
Retail Price: 19,95 €
Age group: 5 and up
Rights Sold

Tourbillon

Italy, Portugal, Spanish, Catalan
(worldwide), Russia
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Activities

Qui est le coupable ?
An interactive book on the theme of the famous
Guess Who? game.
Fifteen boxes with characters on the cover, which can
be closed by a sliding flap.
Fifteen investigation stories where tangible clues
point to the culprit.
All this in the atmospheric setting of the Chateau
Mordoré, where we meet a princess, a dragon, a
ghost, a knight, a troubadour and ten other colourful
characters!

Runner to discover the face

Key Points
• A
 game-book based on two key principles: the investigation and
physical observation, it’s Cluedo and Guess Who combined.
• The setting is rich in references: fairy tale castle and its emblematic
characters.
• Funny, larger than life stories that make enjoyable reading and are
not simply an accessory for the game.
Content
Chez les pirates
A new episode of ‘Qui est le Coupable?’ – a whodunit that combines an enjoyable read
with an investigation game! After Le Chateau Mordoré, welcome on board Blackbeard’s
galleon, where each one of the 15 crew members is the victim of an odious trick!
Le château
Here is a new kind of book that makes reading an even greater pleasure by adding an
investigation game. In the Chateau Mordoré, each of the fifteen characters in turn is the
victim of a terrible prank: two sheep are attached to Brother Anselme’s bells, a villain has
painted a big red heart on the Princess’s robe, the Prince of Darkness’s precious roses
have been cut, the fairy’s magic ring has been stolen, the dwarf’s six brothers have been
kidnapped…

Technical specifications
Format: 215 x245 mm
Pages: 48
Retail price: 11,90 €
Age group: 5 and up

MILAN

Au manoir
Visit the spooky Manor and meet the residents: the cyclops, the ghost, the female vampire, the mummy, and that’s not all…
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Activities
NEW

Recettes du Casse-Noisette
Milan’s children’s department is launching a series
of cookery books! Flexible, with wipeable paper
throughout, they are perfectly adapted to little hands.
In each book, there are five recipes elaborated by a
chef on one food type.
Generous step-by-step illustrations will make the
child want to get started in the kitchen right away! An
invitation and an initiation to enjoy good food. Chic
and affordable for young children!
Key points
• Varied and delicious recipes elaborated by a chef.
• Flexible cover, wipeable paper throughout, designed for little hands.
• Beautiful and tempting illustrations, easy-to understand and
perfectly adapted to young children.

Technical Specifications
Format: 205 x 275 mm
Extent: 26p
Retail Price: 5,50€
Softcover
Age group: 5 and up
Bind-up :
Extent: 136p
Retail Price: 14,50€
12 Titles Available

Content
Each title contains five recipes devised by a chef especially for budding cooks.
On the very first page, the child will discover a big illustration of the dish they are
going to make with an illustrated list of the ingredients and the tools they’ll need.
Following the big illustrations - realistic and appetizing - the child will understand
immediately which ingredients they must use, in what quantity, in what order and
how. The illustrations are complemented by a short explanatory text that puts
each action in order, ingredient by ingredient. Step by step, the child – assisted
by an adult – is instructed on what to do: whisk, beat, measure… and so placed
at the heart of the action.
Children will become familiar with key techniques in cuisine thanks to the simple
and evocative terms that appeal to the child’s different senses.
Detailed illustrations and clear explanations, from the ingredients to easily identifiable food packaging, coloured utensils throughout the book, wipeable pages
and robust binding: an ideal book for young children to handle and really make
their own.

Tomate
Chocolat
Pomme de terre
Gâteaux
Biscuits
Pâtes
Fromage
Fraise
Petits gâteaux
Vanille
Gâteaux du mercredi
Mes premiers petits plats
Rights Sold
Hungary, Russia, Turkey

Author
Pierre-Olivier Lenormand is the chef in Le Casse-Noix restaurant in Paris’s 15th district.
Illustrator
Julie Mercier lives and works in Montreal, Quebec. She illustrates a variety of
children’s books for several publishers, including Tourbillon and Milan.

Dishes based on pasta, tomatoes, potatoes and cheese to make and try. Kitchen
workshops for delicious fun and games!

MILAN

Mes premiers petits plats
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Activities

Chocolate
From soft-centred cakes to dark chocolate,
from creamy mousse to milk chocolate with caramelized
almonds,
from the madeleine to white chocolate,
from little pots of chocolate cream to chocolate sauce.

Gateau
Pound cake with spreading paste,
Yogurt cake with apples,
Strawberry charlotte,
Soft-centred chocolate cake,
Bread pudding.

Tomato
Tomatoes with beef and ricotta stuffing,
Hamburgers with tomato and mozzarella,
Tomato soup,
Pastry with tomatoes and parmesan cheese,
Spicy tomato sauce.

Potato

MILAN

Baker’s style potatoes,
Golden potato pancakes,
Mashed potatoes,
Potato gratin,
Gnocchi.
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Non Fiction
new

Trop bon! et sans gluten
By Virginie Loubier, photos by
Charlotte Vannier
Easy and gluten-free!
Lots of recipes for the family to try!

Technical specifications

Key Points:
• 28 cards to make gluten-free recipes quickly and easily
• A topical theme
• Sparkling, modern design

Format: 95x140 mm
Pages: 28 cards
Retail price: 14,90 €
Age group: 10 and up

Contents

bayard

28 Polaroid-format recipe cards with a photo on the front and the ingredients and simple
recipe on the back… accessible even to younger children.
There’s a recipe to match your mood:
Parmesan crackers; quinoa tabbouleh; pizza, NY style bagels, home-made cordon bleu,
minced beef buns, strawberry and rhubarb crumble, peanut butter cookies, cinnamon
mug cake…
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Activities
NEW

Ouvre l’œil : les illusions
d’optique du Pr. Glouton
Ill. by Matthias Malingrey
Optical illusions revisited in an animated book that
tells a story!
Key Points
• A reading time to share with the child who participates in the action
• Magic shadow cinema features with barrier grid,
• A book that arouses the child’s curiosity and allows observation and
manipulations of optical illusions.

Technical specifications
Format: 255 x 280 mm
Pages: 10
Retail price: 13,99 €
Age group: 5 and up

Rights sold

Contents
A crazy story that moves along to the rhythm of the multiple animations, to initiate children to optical illusions. 18 animated features to reveal the magic of optical illusions.

Taiwan, Korean, Catalan,
Spanish (Spain), Italian,
Flemish, Dutch

The illustrator

Tourbillon

Born in 1986 in Nancy, Matthias Malingrëy graduated from the Ecole des Arts Décoratifs
in Strasbourg in 2011. In an illustration workshop, he met Marion Fayolle and Simon Roussin. Together they founded an illustration and comic journal called Nyctalope in 2009. He
works regularly for the press and publishers.
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Activities

Accros de la nature
Beautiful illustrated books and practical guides,
the titles in this new collection invite young readers
to plunge into nature and exploit its resources in
an original way!
Key points
• E
 ach title presents fifty projects with a detailed technical
explanation for each one,
• Step-by-step instructions to make a variety of objects,
and examples of applications,
• Clear and inspiring illustrations, between production and reflection,
art and expertise,
• A must for all nature-lovers!
Cueillette et cuisine sauvage - Cook what you gather in nature.
50 recipes organized according to where they come from and the ingredients.
A botanic stroll that no nature-loving gourmet will resist.
Bâtons et bouts de ficelle - Things to Make with Wood and String
Make a kite, or a swing, a bridge, a tower … This book presents about fifty things
to make with pieces of wood and string.
La pêche - Fishing
Young fishermen can discover, learn and respect marine fauna, the environment
and the subtlety of different fishing techniques.

Technical Specifications
Format: 24 x 24 cm
Pages: 64
Retail price: 12,50 !
Age group: 8 and up
Rights Sold
Germany, Finland, China
The Netherlands, Belgium
5 Titles available

Le livre des cabanes - The Book of Cabins
24 practical models with plans and realistic drawings. Children will understand
the different stages of construction.

MILAN

Jeux de piste - A great game to discover your environment !
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Carnets de la Nature
With 20 titles, the Carnets de nature series is one
of Milan’s flagship products; more than 3,330,000
copies sold since first publication!
Key points
•
•
•
•
•
•

 practical little format,
A
A guide you can take with you everywhere you go.
Clear, concise texts that go straight to the heart of the matter.
Realistic, high quality illustrations.
Captions that attract the attention to decisive criteria.
A competitive price

Content
Carnets de nature’ is divided into two sub-series:
Identification and Activities.
The first teaches children how to recognize animals, the second suggests things
to make and ways to have fun in nature. Easy to slip into your pocket, they are
designed to be used outdoors.
17 titles available
Traces et empreintes (Trails and Footprints)
Petites bêtes des rivières (Small River Animals)
Petites bêtes des jardins (Small Garden Animals)
Elever des petites bêtes (Raising Small Animals)
Etoiles et planètes (Stars and Planets)
Oiseaux des jardins (Garden Birds)
Fleurs des montagnes (Mountain Flowers)
Petites bêtes de la campagne (Small Animals in the Country)
etc..

Technical specifications
Format: 12 x 19 cm
Pages: 32 - 48
Retail price: 5,95 !
Age group: 8 and up
Rights sold

MILAN

China
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Activities

Copain
Encyclopaedic, practical and interactive, this series
accompanies and guides children as they discover.
This collection of reference books for 8-13 year-olds
combines scientific information and educational
activities.
After twenty years of success, this flagship product
has become a must!
More than 1,5 million copies sold since 1996,
translated into 15 languages.
Key points

23 Titles Available
Mer
Cheval
Cuisine
Sciences
Nature
Ciel
Sport
Bois
Bricolage
Jardin
Danse

Chats
Football
Montagne
Petites bêtes
Chiens
Animaux
Planète
Jeux
Oiseaux
Archéologie
Geeks

Technical Specifications
Format: 19 x 25 cm
Pages: 256
Retail price: 14,95 !
Age group: 8 and up
Rights Sold
Poland, Belgium,
The Netherlands, Russia,
Simplified Chinese, Turkey

MILAN

• S
 chemas, boxes, short, lively texts make for practical and fun reading
• At least 40 activities in each book: experiments, and often original
things to make
• A visual delight: Sparkling illustrations, realistic schemas,
up-to-the-minute photos…
• Most of the themes appeal to boys and girls equally
• A practice section at the back with a list of professions linked
to the subject in question, a mine of useful addresses, Internet sites,
a glossary and an index,
• A range of 30 titles, on all sorts of subjects: astronomy, nature,
animals, sports etc.
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This compilation of the best "Copains" activities
incites all the imagination and skills of young
readers. You have to organize a birthday party or your
child has asked you to invent a giant treasure hunt
for the very next day… In either case, these books are
here to give you a helping hand.

Anniversaires

Copains activités

ACTIVITÉS

Activities

Pour préparer
de super fêtes
en famille !

COPAIN_ACT_ANNIVERSAIRES.indd 3

04/11/16 10:23

Key points
• A
 new lay-out with clear, uncluttered pages to follow the stages of the
treasure hunt more easily.
• A modern, attractive design.
• Treasure hunts that are easy to organize.
Treasure Hunt
Whatever the location - in a flat, in your garden or in a public park – with themes as varied
as travelling, history, heroes, animals, science and games, this book offers a multitude
of ‘treasure hunt’ activities designed for children aged 6 to 10. Superbly illustrated, the
scenarios of about forty treasure hunts are as easy to read as recipes. You can follow the
directives to the letter, or pick and choose ideas, adding your own ingredients. Thanks to
clear, step-by-step instructions, the treasure hunts are easy to organize, all the potential
problems have been taken care of. In a nutshell, it’s child’s play!

Everyday activities

Anniversaires
Feel like organising a super birthday party? This guide explains everything – stage by
stage – from the invitation card to the cake, not forgetting the games! …

5 Titles Available
Chasse aux trésors
Activités aux 4 saisons
Activités et expériences nature
Activités pour tous les jours
Anniversaires
Technical Specifications
Format: 19 x 25 cm
Pages: 160
Retail price: 11,90 !
Age group: 8 and up
Rights Sold
Turkey

MILAN

DIY, gardening, scientific experiments,
artistic creations, cooking… here are
200 activities selected from the famous
"Copain" series to have fun all year long.
Imagine, invent, construct, do some
gardening, but also experiment, sew,
play or cook…
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Copains jeux
Wherever you are, with a minimum of material and
a few rules to follow, there’s always something for
you and your pals to do thanks to a games with balls,
balloons or tricks to prepare.
Key points
• 80 pages of activities divided into parts: games with balls, balloons etc.
• Classics revisited, as well as original games
• The rules are a framework for social exchange: a good player
respects the others, keeps an eye on his surroundings (windows,
passers-by, etc.), never cheats or bursts into a fit of temper.
• A small format, flexible and easy to handle, slips into any bag
• A “Copain game” for all occasions.
8 Titles Available

Jeux de billes, balle, ballon…
Fancy a game of yogurt golf, Scottish caber throwing, streetball or muggle quidditch? Why
not? But do you know how to play? No problem with this new volume of “Copain jeux”
series.

Farces et attrapes
Would you like some pranks to play on your
family and friends, on any occasion? Igor
Rifique, Parvati Larante, Amédée Goûtant
and Alex Plosive unveil the secrets of their
best pranks: the thread that drives you
mad, the terrifying corridor, the infernal
dinner, the cut finger, the trap in the WC,
and many more. Ideal to break the ice and
amuse children and adults (there’s advice on how to handle irate adults). This “Copain jeux”
title is indispensable for parents keen to develop their kiddies” cerebral powers (true!).

Jeux de billes, balle, ballon
Farces et attrapes
Cabanes et cachettes
Déguisements
Tours de magie
Jeux d’eau
En voyage
Sciences futées
Technical Specifications
Format: 16,5 x 13,5 cm
Pages: 96
Retail price: 8,90 !
Age group: 8 and up

Yes! Science can also be great fun. The proof is right here in this seventh title in the
«Copain Jeux» series. To keep busy (intelligently!) alone or with friends, using a minimum
of materials. Here, you’ll be surfing between electric circuits and test tubes…
Fun chemistry, incredible biology and fantastic physics: for the budding prodigy who
dreams of becoming an apprentice to the mad scientist! For all those who want to know
how this world keeps turning …
Nothing too complicated – just follow the instructions, read the explanations, then enjoy
the astonishing results! This book presents 30 easy experiments to have fun on your own
and surprise your friends.

MILAN

Sciences futées
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Activities

L’encyclo Passion
Easy to handle, ideal for all the young animal lovers
who have plans to adopt one for their home!
A thumb index presents 80 recto/verso files on
different subjects.
Rich in information, illustrations and photos.

Passion astronomie
A first experience of astronomy for children from 8 up. How to discover astronomy
through 40 major topics.
Content
A book for kids who find astronomy fascinating, in five parts: The sky within your reach;
The Sun and the Moon; The planets; The stars, celestial objects; The constellations
For each part, the author has included activities: on-site, in observation or to do at home.

Technical Specifications
Format: 160 x 210 mm
Pages: 96
Retail price: 13,90 €
Age group: 7 and up

Passion Animaux
 n ideal gift for all children who love animals.
A
High standard of production (die-cut thumb index and elastic on the cover) that will
attract children.
Content
In 160 pages, the author explains all that children need to know about pets, how to
behave like a real vet – that means welcome them, understand them, care for them and
love them.
Cats, dogs, hamsters, guinea pigs, ferrets, chinchillas, birds… all kinds of pets are presented, described and explained in 6 themes – each one with a different thumb index.
LE CHAT
lapin

oiseau

poisson

Info-Véto
maine coon

sphynx

Poids du mâle :
3 à 5 kilos selon les races
Poids de la femelle :
2,5 à 3,5 kilos selon les races

furet

Caractéristiques

Colonne vertébrale très souple
5 doigts aux pattes avant
4 doigts aux pattes arrière
Griffes rétractiles permettant
de marcher sans faire de bruit

LE CHIEN
chat

lévrier afghan

Les vaccinations

Rappel tous les ans :
Coryza
Chlamydiose
Leucose
Rage
Rappel tous les deux ans :
Typhus

lévrier greyhound

Les maladies courantes

La gale des oreilles peut
provoquer des otites.
Elle se reconnaît à
l’écoulement noirâtre
qui sort du conduit auditif.
Les insuffisances rénales
atteignent plutôt les chats
âgés.
Les reins ne fonctionnement
plus normalement.
L’urée s’accumule dans
le sang. Le chat est fatigué
et tombe malade.

lapin

oiseau

poisson

furet

reptile

Info-Véto

////////// L'info chiffre /////////

Les éleveurs estiment
qu’il faut 1 hectare
(soit l’équivalent
de 10 000 m2)
par cheval pour
le nourrir toute l’année.
Mais aussi pour
qu’il ait assez
de place pour
se déplacer et jouer
avec ses compagnons
de pâture.

labrador
race race
husky

bulldog
mastiff

chien papillon

////////// L'info chiffre /////////

européen

28

rongeur

Poids du mâle :
variable selon les races
Poids de la femelle :
variable selon les races
Température du corps :
38,5 °C
Nombre de dents : 42
Battements du cœur :
60 à 160 par minute
Chaleurs de la femelle :
3 semaines, 2 fois par an
au printemps et à l’automne
Nombre de mamelles :
4 ou 5 paires
Longévité moyenne :
10 à 15 ans
Record de durée de vie :
27 ans

yorkshire

c’est le nombre
de chats domestiques
en France, auxquels
s’ajoutent les chats
errants.

angora

27
29

westi

30
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Races

60 races reconnues en France
La plus petite : le singapura
qui pèse à peine 1,3 kilo,
adulte.
La plus grosse : le maine
coon qui pèse jusqu’à 9 kilos.
La plus grande : le savanah
qui mesure 43 cm du sol
à l’épaule.
La plus originale : le Sphynx
qui n’a pas de poils.
C’est un chat nu.

chien

Le chien est un animal
sociable, carnivore
et diurne. Il a pour ancêtre
le loup. Sa domestication
a commencé, il y a 10 000
à 12 000 ans. C’est le plus
ancien animal apprivoisé
par l’homme.

9 900 000,
sacré de Birmanie

Passion Animaux
Passion Astronomie
Passion Cheval
Passion Danse

reptile

Température du corps
normale : 38,5 °C
Nombre de dents : 30
Battements du cœur :
100 à 150 par minute
Chaleurs de la femelle :
de février à septembre, tous
les 12 à 21 jours selon
les races
Nombre de mamelles :
4 paires
Longévité moyenne :
12 à 14 ans
Record de durée de vie :
36 ans.

//// L'info chiffre ////

savanah

4 Titles available

Caractéristiques

5 doigts aux pattes avant
4 doigts aux pattes arrière
Griffes non rétractiles

Les vaccinations

Rappel tous les ans :
Rage
Toux du chenil
Leptospirose
Piroplasmose
Parvovirose

Rappel tous les deux ans :
Maladie de Carré
Hépatite de Rubarth

Les maladies courantes

Les rhumatismes qui
provoquent des douleurs
et gênent le chien pour
bouger. Ils apparaissent
chez les chiens âgés ou suite
à une infection.
Les maladies de la peau
qui provoquent des
démangeaisons et des chutes
de poils comme la teigne.
Les maladies intestinales qui
provoquent des diarrhées.

Races

300 reconnues en France
La plus lourde : mastiff
ou dogue anglais jusqu’à
100 kilos, adulte.
La plus petite : yorkshire,
moins de 3,2 kilos, adulte.
La plus rapide : lévrier
greyhound 56 km/h.

29
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LE MOT
DU VÉTO

I

l est obligatoire
de faire identifier son
chat ou son chien
par une puce
électronique
ou un tatouage.
Cela permet de
retrouver le propriétaire
d’un animal perdu,
en France, et aussi
en Europe, grâce
au moteur de recherche
www.europetnet.com

bayard

européen

rongeur

Format: 160 x 210 mm
Pages: 160
Retail price: 13,90 €
Age group: 8 and up

FAIRE
FICHE
CONNAISSANCE
D'IDENTITÉ

sacré de Birmanie

chien

Le chat domestique
est un animal strictement
carnivore, solitaire,
attaché à un territoire
et plutôt nocturne.
Le chat a été domestiqué
il y a 5 000 à 7 000 ans
à partir de deux espèces
sauvages, le chat
des steppes de l’Inde
et le chat ganté d’Afrique.

FICHE
D'IDENTITÉ

chat

européen
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